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Abstract 
A Ily class is an effectively closed set of reals. We study properties of these classes determined 
by cardinality, measure and category as well as by the complexity of the members of a class 
P. Given an effective enumeration {P, : e <a} of the I77 classes, the index set I for a certain 
property (such as having positive measure) is the set of indices e such that P, has the property. 
For example, the index set of binary II: classes of positive measure is 1: complete. Various 
notions of boundedness (including a new notion of “almost bounded” classes) are discussed and 
classified. For example, the index set of the recursively bounded classes is Zi complete and the 
index set of the recursively bounded classes which have infinitely many recursive members is Xl: 
complete. Consideration of the Cantor-Bendixson derivative leads to index sets in the transfinite 
levels of the hyperarithmetic hierarchy. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS clusstjication: 03D80, 03D25, 03D55 
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1. Introduction 
Index sets play an important role in recursion theory. For example, the standard way 
of showing that a problem is undecidable is by exhibiting a reduction of the problem to 
the well-known diagonal index set K = {e: $,(e)l}, where & is the recursive function 
with index e. Lempp [22] considered the complexity of recursive trees to obtain results 
about the complexity of the lattice of r.e. sets. Beige1 and Gasarch [2, 31 and Gasarch 
[ 10, 1 l] have recently studied index sets for various combinatorial problems, such as 
graph coloring, to measure the complexity of these problems where they refer to certain 
index sets as “promise problems”. Thurber [35] has studied index sets for Boolean 
algebras to strengthen earlier work of Feiner [9]. Hermann [14] and Selivanov [30-321 
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have obtained many interesting results on index sets in the hyperarithmetic hierarchy. 
We will define and classify several index sets for @’ classes and show that they can 
play an important role in the application of n(: classes to problems in combinatorics 
and other areas of mathematics. 
Section 2 will deal with preliminaries and establish our notation. In Section 3, we 
introduce the notion of an index and of index sets for IZY classes. We give an effective 
enumeration P, of the II: classes P c 09”. Then the index set Z(g), where W is a 
property of ZZY classes, is just {e: B(P,)}. Such a property is assumed to be invariant 
under the choice of the recursive tree whose infinite paths represent the elements of a 
Z7: class P. Hay [ 121 and later Hay and Miller [ 131 considered a different notion of 
index sets for classes. 
Various notions of boundedness for a tree T play an important role in determining 
the complexity of II: index classes. In Section 4, we consider index sets for bounded 
classes, recursively bounded classes, and for two new notions of boundedness for ny 
classes which we call almost bounded and almost recursively bounded classes. The 
complexity of these types of l7: classes depend on the specific representation of the 
ZZY class P, as the set of paths through a recursive tree. Thus we also consider some 
index sets for trees. 
In Section 5, we consider index sets for cardinality properties uch as having exactly 
k elements, being finite, or being countably infinite. In Section 6, we consider ecursive 
cardinality properties uch as having exactly k recursive members or having infinitely 
many recursive members. In Section 7, we consider measure-theoretic and topological 
properties uch as being meager, being co-meager, or having measure <r or > r for a 
fixed real Y. In Section 8, we consider set-theoretic properties uch as being a class of 
separating sets, being a thin class, or being a minimal class. In Section 9, index sets 
related to higher-order derivatives are considered. 
Several applications of index sets are studied. In Section 10, we look at index sets for 
logical theories and Boolean algebras. For example, it is shown that the set of indices 
of axiomatizable theories r which have decidable complete consistent extensions is a 
,Zi complete set. In Section 11, index sets for various graph problems and matching 
problems are considered. For example, the set of indices of highly recursive graphs G 
which have a countably infinite number of distinct 3-coloring is a nt complete set. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some basic definitions. Let w = (0, 1,2,. . _} denote the set of natural 
numbers. For any set C, C iw denotes the set of finite strings (o(O), . . . , o(n - 1)) of 
elements from C and Z” denotes the set of countably infinite sequences from C. 
For a string CJ = (a(O), g( 1 ), . . . , o(n - l)), 161 denotes the length n of rr. The empty 
string has length 0 and will be denoted by 0. A string of n k’s will be denoted 
k”. For m< Irrl, arm is the string (a(O),. . . ,u(m - 1)). We say 0 is an initial seg- 
ment of r (written CJ 4 r) if cr = ~[rn for some m. Given two strings r~ and r, the 
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concatenation of o and z, denoted by 6-z (or sometimes rr * z or just CK), is defined 
by a-z=(a(O),o(l) ,..., o(m - l),r(O),r(l) ,..., s(n - l)), where /CJ[=I?Z and IzI=n. 
We write a-a for a-(a) and a-o for (a)-a. For any x E CL” and any finite n, the 
initial segment x 1 n of x is (x(O), . . ,x(n - 1)). For a string (r E I<(“, we write CJ 4 x 
if CJ =x 1 n for some n. For any 0 E C” and any x E Co, we have 6-x = (a(O), . . . , o(n - 
1),x(0),x(l) ,... ).Givenstringsaandroflengthn,weleto@r=(o(O),z(O) ,..., a(n- 
l),z(n-1)); if (01 =n+l and ItI =n, then o@T=((a[n@T)-o(n). Given two elements 
x,y of P”, x@y=z where z(2m)=x(m) and z(2m-t l)=y(m). 
We need to code a string (T E oCO’ as an integer. Let bin(n) be the binary repre- 
sentation of a natural number n and more generally bk(n) be the k-ary representa- 
tion. Let Bin(w) denote the set of a binary representations of elements of w and, for 
k > 3, let By denote the set of a k-ary representations of elements of o. A string 
CJ of integers of length n may be represented as an element of &(a) by the string 
2*bin(a(0))*2* ... *2*bin(o(n- 1)). Then in turn if we let a(2)= 11, a(l)=01 and 
a(O) = 00, then any string T E &(w) of length m may be represented in Bin(o) by the 
string a(z(O))*a(r(l))* ... * c(( t(m - 1)). The composition of these two representations 
will produce the binary code (g) for a string C. 
A tree T over CC” is a set of finite strings from CC” which contains the empty 
string 0 and which is closed under initial segments. We say that z E T is an immediate 
successor of a string cr E T if z = a-a for some a E C. Since our alphabets will always 
be countable and effective, we may assume that T C coCw. Such a tree is said to be 
w-branching since each node has potentially a countably infinite number of immediate 
successors. We shall identify T with the set { (cr) : CJ E T}. Thus, we say that T is 
recursive, r.e., etc., if {(c) : G E T} is recursive, r.e., etc. 
For a given function g : w’” --+ co, a tree T G co <” is said to be g-bounded if 
for every crE0”* and every i E co, if a-i E T, then i < g(cr). Thus, for example, if 
g(a) = 2 for all rr, then a g-bounded tree is simply a binary tree. T is said to be finite 
branching if T is g-bounded for some g, that is, if each node of T has finitely many 
immediate successors. Observe that this is equivalent to the existence of a bounding 
function h such that a(i)<h(i) for all cr E T and all i < 101. T is said to be recursively 
bounded (r.b.) if it is g-bounded for some function g. As above, this is equivalent to 
the existence of a recursive bounding function h such that o(i) <h(i) for all cr E T and 
all i < 101. If T is recursive, then this is also equivalent to the existence of a partial 
recursive function f such that, for any ~7 E T, a has at most f(a) immediate successors 
in T. A recursive tree T is said to be highly recursive if it is also recursively bounded. 
For any tree T, an injinite path through T is a sequence (x(0),x(l),. . .) such that 
x In E T for all n. We let [T] denote the set of infinite paths through T. 
Next we introduce two new type of boundedness conditions for trees. We will say 
that T 2 o.rCw is almost bounded by g : co<‘” -+ w if there is some k E o such that for 
all CJ with loI> k and for all i, if a-i E T, then i <g(a). T is said to be almost bounded 
(a.b.) if it is almost bounded by some g and almost recursively bounded (a.r.b.) if it is 
almost bounded by some recursive function g. Note that these notions are not equivalent 
to the existence of a (recursive) function h and a finite k such that o(i)<h(i) for all 
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o~Twithlal>kandalli<lol,asseenbytheexampleofthetreeT={n~:n,k~o}, 
which is a.r.b. but has, for each k and n, strings o= nk+’ E T with o(k) = n. 
A subset P of o” is a ZIy class if P = [T] for some recursive tree T C w’~. If the 
tree T is g-bounded, we will say that P is g-bounded and similarly for other notions 
of boundedness. For example, this means that P is bounded, if P = [T] for some finite- 
branching tree T. It is possible that there be another tree S which is not finite-branching 
such that P = [S] also (just let 5’ include T together with all paths (i) of length 1). We 
say that P is a strong IZ; class if there is a tree T recursive in 0’ such that P = [T]. 
There is another possible approach to boundedness. Given a string r~ E w’~, let 
I(a) = {x E o” : r~ +x}. Then each class P c d” (whether P is II: or even closed) has 
an associated canonical tree Tp = {a : Z(g) n P # S}. Thus we might say that P is intrin- 
sically bounded if the tree Tp is finite branching, that is, if there exists some function 
g such that x(i) <g(i) for every x E P. This concept will be discussed further below. 
Given two trees S and T contained in wcw, we let S@T={a@zz:a~S& 
z E T & [T[< Iol< IzI + 1). For two fly classes P = [S] and Q = [T], define the amal- 
gamationofPandQ,P@Q,byP@Q={x@y:xEP& y~Q}.Thenitisclearthat 
P @ Q = [S @ T]. More generally, let [a, b] be the standard coding i[(a+b)2+3a+b] of 
a pair of natural numbers and define the infinite amalgamation @iSi to be those strings 
CJ such that for each i, (a([i, 0]), o([i, l]), . . , rr([i,j])) E Si, where j is the maximum 
such that [i,j] < Ial. Then [@iSi] is isomorphic to the direct product LIi[&]. 
We also wish to consider the following notion of disjoint union. Given two trees 
S and T contained in wcw, S 63 T = (8) U {O-o: cr E S} U (1-r: z E T}. For two Zi’y 
classes P = [S] and Q = [T], P $ Q = (0 ?c:x~PU{l~y:y~Q}. It is easy to see that 
[S $ T] = [S] $ [T]. Clearly, S $ T is bounded if and only if both S and T are bounded 
and similarly for the other notions of boundedness. More generally, the infinite disjoint 
union eiQ; may be defined to be {(i) * y : y E Q;} for unbounded classes Qi. 
A node o of the tree T c co<” is said to be extendible if there is some x E [T] such 
that CJ -XX. The set of extendible nodes of T is denoted by Ext(T). Ext( T) may be 
viewed as the minimal tree S such that [S] = [T]. Thus, for example, we can say that 
P = [T] is recursively bounded if Ext( T) is recursively bounded. A node cr E T is said 
to be a dead end if cr $! Ext(T), that is, if (I has no infinite extension in [T]. 
We are primarily interested in L7: classes in the two spaces {O,l}” (the Cantor 
space) and ow (the Baire space). The topology on ow is determined by a basis of 
intervals Z(o) = {x E w” : o 4x). Notice that each interval is also a closed set and is 
therefore said to be clopen. Moreover, the clopen subsets of the Baire space are just 
the finite unions of intervals. 
Given a set Y C ow, let C/(Y) denote the closure of the set Y. An element x is said 
to be isolated in a set P G ow if x $ CZ(P\{x}). The Cantor-Bendixson derivative D(P) 
of a compact subset P&cow is the set of nonisolated points of P. Thus, a point x E P 
is not in D(P) if and only if there is some open set U containing x which contains 
no other point of P. Equivalently, x 4 D(P) if and only if there is some clopen set 
U such that U fl P = {x}. Another useful observation is that, for any compact set P, 
D(P) is empty if and only if P is finite. 
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The iterated Cantor-Bendixson derivative D”(P) of a closed set PC o.fO is de- 
fined for all ordinals x by the following transfinite induction. D’(P)=P; Dafl(P)= 
D(D*(P)) for any cc; D”(P)= nlciDa(P) for any limit ordinal A. The Cuntor- 
Bendixson rank of a countable closed subset P of (0, 1)” is the least ordinal x such 
that IF’(P) = 0. The (effective) Cantor-Bendixson rank of a point x E (0, l}*’ is the 
least ordinal cx such that, for some #’ class P, D”(P) = {x}. 
The derivative operator can also be viewed as acting directly on trees, by d(T) = 
{o:(Flt)(3i,j)(cJ+ T & z-i E Ext( T) & z-j E Ext(T)). It is easy to see that 
[d(r)] =D([T]) for any tree T. This operator can be iterated as above to define d’(T) 
for any ordinal a. See [5, 61 for further results. 
We refer the reader to Odifreddi [25] or Soare [34] for the basic definitions of recur- 
sion theory. In particular, let & be the partial recursive functional with index i and let 
@i,s be the computation of & for s steps, so that the function $i,,y is uniformly primitive 
recursive. We write &(a)l if (Fls)($,,,(a)i) and 4,(a)t if not $e(cr)L. The recursively 
enumerable sets are enumerated as IV, = {rr : c#~,(n)l}. The recursive functions of type 
two, which take both number and function variables can also be enumerated, as Qe. 
Here we write @f(n) to denote the result of computing Qe on a number variable n 
and a function variable x. The result of computing @f(n) for s steps is written G,“,,,(n) 
and uses only the first s values of x. Given two sets A and B, we write A < TB if A is 
Turing reducible to B and we write A =_T B if both A <TB and B <TA. We say that 
A is many-one reducible to B, A drn B, if there is a recursive function f such that 
x E A iff f(x) is in B. We say A is one-one reducible to B is there is one-one recursive 
function f such that x E A iff f’(x) is in B. We write A =m B if A <,,, B and B <, A 
and A -1 B if A < I B and B <I A. Given a set W C co, define the jump of W, W’ 
to be {e: @r(e) converges} where we identify W with its characteristic function. 
Let 0=0. 
We will need the following fundamental basis and anti-basis results. Part (viii) is 
due to Kleene [19], part (i) to Jockusch-Soare [18], parts (ii), (iii) and (vii) are due 
to Kreisel [20] and parts (iv)-(vi) are due to Jockusch et al. [16]. We have simply 
extended the original results to the new notions of almost boundedness. 
Theorem 1. (i) Every nonempty a. r. b. IT! class has a member of r.e. degree. 
(ii) Every countable nonempty a.r. 6. II: class has a recursive member. 
(iii) There is a r.b. II: class with no recursive member. 
(iv) Every nonempty almost bounded Il(: class bus a member recursive in 0”. 
(v) Every countable nonempty almost bounded 17: class has a member recursive 
in 0’. 
(vi) There is u bounded II: cluss with no member which is recursive in 0’. 
(vii) Every countable nonempty IT: class has u hyperarithmetic member. 
(viii) There is a IIT class with no hyperarithmetic member. 
Proof. We will indicate how the almost-bounded versions of the theorem follow from 
the standard versions. 
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(i) Let P = [T], where T is a recursive tree contained in UP, let k be a natural 
number and g be a recursive function such that for all cr with ]cr( >k and all i, 
o-i E T implies i <g(a). Since P is nonempty, we may choose a string r E Ext( T) 
of length k. Then Q = P fl Z(z) is clearly recursively bounded and thus has a 
member ecursive in 0’. 
(ii) We define the r.b. Z$ class Q as in (i). Then Q is countable and nonempty and 
thus contains a recursive member. 
(iii) As in part (i), any nonempty almost bounded II! class has a nonempty bounded 
II: subclass, which thus has a member ecursive in 0" by the standard theorem. 
(iv) This follows as in (ii). 0 
Finally, we give a brief review of index sets for recursive functions and r.e. sets. 
Recall that $J@ is the partial recursive function with index a and that W, is the domain 
of q& (when & is a function of one variable - otherwise W, = 0). A set A c w is said 
to be an index set if for any a, b, a E A and & = I& imply that b E A. We can also 
define a co-index set to be a set A such that for any a, b, (a E A & b E A 8c & = &) 
implies that a = b. Thus, in particular, 0 and cu are index sets and K = {a: a E Wu} is 
not. Rice’s Theorem states that these are the only two recursive index sets. In fact, it 
is the case that if A is an index set other than 0, o, then K < 1 A or K < I 2. Here are 
some other examples of index sets which we will employ: 
- K, ={a: w,#0}; 
- Fin = {a : W, is finite}; 
- Znf = {u : W, is infinite}; 
- Cof = {a : w\ W, is finite}; 
- Coinf = {u : co\ W, is infinite}; 
- Ret = {a : W, is a recursive set}; 
- Tot = {u : & is total}; 
- Ext = {a : &, is extendible to a total recursive function}; 
- Extz = {u : q& is extendible to a total (0, 1 }-valued recursive function}; 
- Comp=(e: W, ET K}; 
- l.J: ={a:(3)(Vn)<x[n> 4 Wa}. 
Recall that a subset A of o is said to be Cr complete (respectively, IIf complete) if 
A is Zr (fir) and if any Zr (II:) set B is many-one reducible to A. 
The index sets described above all turn out to be complete for some level of the 
arithmetical hierarchy. Here is a brief list of such complexity results, most taken from 
Schwarz [29] or Soare [34], where the reader can find a further discussion of index 
sets. The last result can be found in [15, p. 841. 
Theorem 2. (i) K and K1 are .Xy complete sets; 
(ii) Fin is a Ci complete set; 
(iii) Znf are Tot are Zli complete sets; 
(iv) Cof: Ext, Ext2, and Ret are zi complete sets; 
(v) Coinf is ZZ! complete; 
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(vi) Comp is 2: complete; 
(vii) U: is a C! complete set. 
Following Soare [34, p. 661, we define (Cr, IIr)<&B, C) for a disjoint pair of 
sets B and C if for some Cr complete set A, there is a recursive function f such 
that, for any a, aEA++f(a)EB and a@A%f(a)EC. If B is Cr, C is nz and 
(CF, n,M) <, (B, C), then we will say that the pair (B,C) is (Ei,IlF) complete. For 
example, (Fin, In f ) is (Ci, I$) complete. 
Each of the results above can be relativized. That is, let W,X = (n : @P,“(n)l}. Then 
for example, Fin’ = {a : Wax is finite} is C$’ complete. In particular, if we let x = 0’“) 
denote the nth jump of the empty set, then Post’s theorem implies that a set is CT’ if 
and only if it is Ci,,; see [34]. It follows that, for example, FinK is Ct complete. 
The definitions given above imply that the class 9 of all index sets as well as the 
class co-9 of all co-index sets are both strong @ classes. It is easy to see that 9 
is a perfect set. Since there are only two recursive index sets, we can remove those 
as follows. Choose a and b so that &a # (bb and let P = {X E 4:x(a) = 0 & x(b) = 1). 
Then PC 9 and P is a strong II: class with no recursive elements. 
3. Effective enumeration 
There are several equivalent characterizations of the notion of a fly class which can 
be used to provide effective enumerations. 
Lemma 3. For any class P 5 u” and any z E u”, the folfowing are equivalent: 
(i ) P = [T] fbr some tree T c w < w recursive in z; 
(ii) P = [T] for some tree T primitive recursive in z; 
(iii) P = {x : (V’n)R(n,x)}, f or some relation R recursive in 2; 
(iv) P = [T] for some tree T c o<” which is II: in z. 
Proof. For simplicity of presentation we omit the parameter z. 
(i) -+ (ii): S p u pose that P = [S] where S is a recursive tree and let de be a total 
(0, 1 )-valued recursive function such that r~ E S if and only if &(a) = 1. Define the 
primitive recursive tree T by z E T H (Vn < Itl) 1 +,,lT,(5[n) = 0. Clearly, S c T, so that 
[S] C [T]. Suppose now that x $ [S]. Then for some n, n[n 6 S. Thus, we have some 
m such that tie,,& [n) = 0. Then for any k > max{m, n}, we clearly have x [k $ T. It 
follows that x $ [T]. 
(ii) --+ (iii): Suppose that P = [T] where T is a primitive recursive tree. Define the 
relation R by R(n,x) ti x[n E T. Then we have x E [T] H (Vn)x[n E T H (Vn)R(n,x). 
(iii) --+ (iv): Suppose that XEP H (Yn)R(n,x) where R is a recursive relation. Thus, 
there is a recursive functional @ = #c such that R(n,x) ti G”(n) = 1 and lR(x) * 
@“(n)= 0. Define the tree T by a~ T iff for all n< 1~1, if there is a computation 
Q:(n) which converges and the oracle only uses the information in r~, G,“(n) = 1. It 
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is then easy to see that x E ow is in [T] iff Vn(R(n,x)). Thus P = [T] and clearly T 
is ny. 
(iv) + (i): Suppose that the tree T is a ny subset of ocw. Thus, there is a recursive 
relation R such that a~ T @ (Vn)R(n, a). Define the recursive tree S 2 T by OES @ 
(t/m, n < laJ)R(m, o[n). It is easily verified that [r] = [S]. 0 
We now spell out the indexing that we will use in the sequel. Let rco,ni,. . . be 
an effective enumeration of the primitive recursive functions from w to { 0, 1) and let 
U, = (8) U {o: (VT 4 o)n,((z)) = 1). It is clear that each U, is a primitive recursive 
tree. Observe also that if {cr : n,(a) = 1 } is a primitive recursive tree, then U, will 
be that tree. Thus every primitive recursive tree occurs in our enumeration UO, VI,. . . 
(Note that, henceforth, we will generally identify a finite sequence ZEO<~ with its 
code.) Then we let P, = [U,] be the eth fly class. It follows from Lemma 3 that every 
II: class occurs in the enumeration P,. 
We also consider a secondary enumeration as follows. For any e, if 4e is a total 
(0, 1}-valued function and {a: &(a) = 1) IS a tree, then this tree is denoted by T,. 
By abuse of notation, we still write c even when & does not define a tree in the 
manner described. Then we may define the eth ZIy class to be Qe = [Tel whenever T, 
is actually a tree. It is certainly inconvenient that not every T, is actually a tree and 
not every Qe actually defines a Zi’y class. The following lemma will help convert index 
set results from one enumeration to the other. 
Lemma 4. (i) There is a primitive recursive function 4 such that the primitive recur- 
sive tree T defined from T, by the procedure of the proof of (i) -+ (ii) in Lemma 3 
is U&,, and, furthermore, if & defines a tree T,, then T, C L+,(e) and [Tel = [L$ceJ. 
(ii) There is a primitive recursive function TC such that, for each e, U, = T,,,,. 
Proof. (i) Use the s-m-n theorem applied to the construction given in the proof of 
(i) + (ii) of Lemma 3 of the tree P defined from T,. 
(ii) Use the standard reduction rc such that rc, = &te,. 0 
The notions of index sets defined using these two enumerations will be very similar. 
However at low levels, the complexity of the two versions of the index sets for a given 
property of trees or ZIy classes will be different because if we base the index set on the 
enumeration TO, T1, . . ., we must always add a check that #Jo is a total recursive function 
which defines a tree. The statement hat “ & is a total recursive function which defines 
a tree” is a ni statement which adds needless complexity to the index set for certain 
properties of trees or ES$’ classes if we base the index set on the enumeration TO, T1,. . . 
We thus use index sets bases on the enumeration UO, U, , . . . to avoid this problem. 
One could also base the enumeration of the @ classes on the standard enumeration 
W, of the r.e. sets by using the final characterization of Lemma 3. That is, we could 
consider the complement of W, as a II: tree. Again we have the problem that it is not 
always the case that p, is ny tree. We will leave the task of translating between index 
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sets based on this enumeration and the index sets based on the enumeration U,, Ui, . 
as an exercise for the reader. 
We also want to define an enumeration of the strong I$’ classes. We first give an 
analogue of Lemma 3 for strong II: classes. Recall that P is a strong II; class if there 
is a tree T recursive in 0’ such that P = [T]. 
Lemma 5. For any class P c co’“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) P = [T] for some @ tree; 
(ii) P = [T] jar some tree T c a<‘* recursive in 0’; 
(iii) P = [T] for some tree T c CO<” which is Cy. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 3 with z =O’. Clearly 
(iii) implies (i). Thus, we need only show that (i) implies (iii). Let T be a Hi tree 
such that P = [T]. Then there is a Zy relation R such that r~ E T H (Yi)R(i, a). Thus 
XEP H (v’m)(Vi)R(i,x[m). N ow define the C(: tree S by OES e (Vmdlal)(Vi<lo]) 
R(i,o[m). Since T is a tree, it is the case that for any cry T and m d 1~1, we have 
cr [rn E T and hence r~ E S. Thus T C S and [T] L[S]. Next suppose that x E [S] and let 
rr =x [rn for some m. Then for any i, let k = max{m, i}. Then x [k E S which implies 
that R(i,a). Thus, x[m E T for each m and hence XE[T]. Thus [S] C[T]. q 
Remark. It follows from the proof of Lemma 5 that an r.e. index of the r.e. tree T of 
clause (iii) can be computed uniformly and primitive recursively from a recursive-in-K 
index of the tree of clause (b) and vice versa. 
The enumeration of the strong II; classes is now given as follows. Recall that W, 
is the eth r.e. set and let UZ,, = (0) U {r~ : (VT < C)(ZE We)}. It is clear that each U,,, 
is 1:. Observe also that if {(T : (T E We} is a Cy) tree, then Qe will be that tree. Thus, 
every r.e. tree occurs in our enumeration &,. Then we let P2,e = [&] be eth fly 
class. It follows from Lemma 3 that every ny class occurs in the enumeration P,. As 
was the case for II: classes, one could give alternative enumerations of the strong IZ$’ 
classes based on the equivalent formulations in Lemma 5. Again we leave this task to 
the reader. 
We next give several results on the effective reducibility of one type of II? (or #) 
class to another. 
Theorem 6. (i) For any IT: class P, there is a I77 class Q c (0, 1)” and a one-to-one 
degree-preserving correspondence between the nonrecursive members of P and the 
nonrecursive members of Q. Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function f 
such that for P = P,, we have Q = Pt(+ 
(ii) Any r.b. IT: 1 c ass P is recursively homeomorphic to a IT! class Q of sets. 
Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function $ such that if 4a is a bounding 
function for P,, then Q = P$(a,e,. 
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(iii) Any ZZ! class P which is highly recursive in 0’ is recursively homeomorphic 
to a strong II: class of sets. Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function + 
such that if 4: is a bounding function for P,, then Q = Pz,+(~,~) 
Proof. (i) Define the recursive map Y from oY” to (0, I}” by 
Y(x)=((Y[@)-lO+l...). 
Note that {Y(x) :x EP} need not be a closed set since P may not be compact. 
Given rEwCW with Irj= n, let I&Z) = (OT(o)~lO”(l)~l . . . O’(“-‘j-1). Now suppose 
that P = [T] for some recursive tree T C w <“‘. Then define the tree $(T) C{O, l}” by 
$(T)={$(z)o’:z~T & iGo}. Now let Q=[$(T)]. It is easy to see that Q={Y(x): 
XE P} U {$(r)OCO : r E T}. The construction is uniform so that we may define the desired 
primitive recursive function f using the s-m-n Theorem by letting (T = 0” * 1 * . . . * 
OL’_ * 1 *O%Uf@) @((t&t ,,..., tn-,)EUe. 
(ii) Let f be a recursive function such that for all r~ T and all n < 17.1, z(n) < f (n). 
Then the proof of (a) can be modified to make Y a homeomorphism of P onto Q by 
letting Q=[S] where S={tj(r)-0’:z~T & i<f(]zl)}. Furthermore, if f =& and 
T = U,, then this definition of the tree S has the form S = U+C~,~) for some primitive 
recursive function II/ by the s-m-n Theorem. 
(iii) Relativizing to 0’ the proof of (ii), we can compute from a and e an index 
b so that Q = [T] where T is recursive in 0’ with index c. We can then compute an 
r.e. index c so that Q = [C&l by the remark following Lemma 5. 0 
We observe that the modified construction for part (b) is not uniform unless we 
include the index of a bounding function as an argument. 
We next present the Jockusch-Lewis-Remmel Theorem from [16]. Recall that P is 
a strong IIt class if there exists a tree recursive in 0’ such that P = [T]. Let us say 
that P is a highly bounded strong ITi class if there is a tree T which is recursive 
in 0’ and a bounding function f also recursive in 0’ such that P = [T] and such that 
o(n) <f(n) for all 0 E T. Thus, in particular, any strong II: class of sets is a bounded 
n!j class. 
Theorem 7. (i) A L’y class P is bounded if and only tf there exists a recursive tree T 
and a function f such that o(n) d f (n) f or all IS E T. Furthermore, f may be taken 
to be recursive in 0’. Moreover, there is a primitive recursive function $ so that tf 
U, is bounded, then $(e) is the 0’ index of a bounding function for U,. 
(ii) For any bounded IT: class Q, there exists a bounded strong ll: class of sets 
P and an efSective one-to-one degree-preserving homeomorphism between P and Q. 
Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function $ such that if Qe is bounded, 
then P = P2, $ce). 
(iii) For any highly bounded strong ZZ; class P, there is a bounded II: class 
Q and an effective one-to-one degree-preserving homeomorphism between P and Q. 
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Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function $ such that if 4if is a bounding 
function for P = Pz,~, then Q = Pg(,.,). 
Proof. (i) Let T be a recursive tree and P = [T]. Suppose first that T is finite branch- 
ing. Then we may define the bounding function f by letting f(n) be the maximum of 
{o(n) : CT E T} where we let f(n) = 0 if T has no members of length n. It is clear that 
f is recursive in 0’. It is also clear that a 0’ index for f may be computed uniformly 
from an index for T, although if T is not bounded, then a partial function will result. 
Conversely, suppose that f is any bounding function such that a(n)< f (n) for all 
0 E T. It is immediate that T must be finitely branching. 
(ii) Let P = [T], where T is a finitely branching, recursive tree. It follows from (a) 
that T has a bounding function f which is recursive in 0’. Now define the tree S, 
recursive in 0’, as in part (iii) of Theorem 6, to obtain a strong @ class [S] of sets 
such that the function k(x) is an effective one-to-one degree-preserving map from P 
onto [S]. It follows from parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 6 that an index for Q may be 
computed uniformly and primitive recursively from an index for P. 
(iii) Let P = [S] where S is highly recursive in 0’. Then by part (iii) of Theorem 
6, there exists a binary tree T C{O, I}<” which is recursive in 0’ such that P = [T]. 
It now follows from part (iii) of Lemma 5 that T may be assumed to be a Cy tree. 
Thus there is a recursive relation R such that XEP @ (V’m)(3n)R(n,x[m). Now we 
may define Q by 
z =x @ ~EQ ti (~‘m)[R(y(m),x~m)&Vi<y(m)(~R(i,n~m)]. 
Then for each x @ y E Q, we have x EP and for each XE P, there is a unique y such 
that x @ YE Q and that y is defined so that y(m) is the least n such that R(n,x[m). 
Thus, y is recursive in x and therefore x @ y has the same degree as x. 
Suppose we begin this process with P = Pz,~ and a bounding function @. We first 
obtain a 0’ index for the binary tree above and then an r.e. index for the tree T. From 
this index we can then compute an index $(a,e) for the class Q defined above. 0 
We note that it is a corollary to the proof above that any bounded II: class is a 
strong bounded ZI!j class. 
Jockusch and Soare showed in Theorem 1 of [ 181 that an arbitrary II: class P with 
no recursive members can be represented by a r.b. Z7: class Q in the sense that the 
degrees of members of P are a subset of the degrees of members of Q. We give this 
result together with a relativized version. 
Theorem 8. (i) For an-v Ily class P C o’*, there is a II: class Q of sets such that (a) 
9(P) & 9(Q) and (b) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the members of 
P and the recursive members of Q. (Thus Q h as no recursive members if P has no 
recursive members.) Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function f such that 
,for P = P,, we have Q =I’fce,. 
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(ii) For any IT! class P C cow, there is a strong ITi class Q of sets such that (a) 
9(P) C_ g(2) and (b) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the members of 
P which are recursive in 0’ and the members of Q which are recursive in 0’. (Thus, 
Q has no members which are recursive in 0’ tf P has no members which are recursive 
in Or.) Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive function g such that for P = P,, we 
have Q = hg(+ 
Proof. (i) Let K be a @ class of sets with no recursive member. Let 
sco’w and T C{O, l}<” be recursive trees such that P = [S] and K = [T]. We 
may assume without loss of generality that S C(co\{O, l})<w. By part (ii) of The- 
orem 6, we need only construct a highly recursive tree R with a recursive bound- 
ing function f such that [R] meets the two other requirements of the conclusion. 
For each each i, let pi be the lexicographically least string in T of length i. Then 
for each x E P, define 4(x) = Pi,, * x(0) * pi, * x( 1) * . . . , where for each n, i, is the 
least i>O such that x(n)<io + il + ... + i,_l + i + n + 1. Then z is recursive in 
x by the definition, and x is recursive in z, since it is the subsequence of z con- 
sisting of the entries z(n) > 1. Furthermore, for any finite sequence cr of length k, 
define 
$~(a)=&,*a(O)*p,, *o(l)*...*~j~_, *o(k-1), 
where for each n <k, i, is the least i > 0 such that o(n) < io + . . . + i + n + 1. Thus for 
any n<k, l~;~*a(O)*p~,*a(l)*...*p~,~_,*o(n-l)( =io+...+i,+n and hence it follows 
that #(o)(io+...+i,+n)=o(n)<io+. ..+i,,+n+l. Since every other entry in &a) is 
either 0 or 1, it follows that for every m < l&0)1, &o)(m) < m+ 1. Define the tree R to 
be the set of strings p = zo*s~*z~ *si *. . *s, * z, such that D = (SO,. . . , s, ) E S, such that 
rk E T for all k <n and such that, for k <n, zo *SO * zl*. ..*q__l*.Y__l =c#+o )...) Sk_,). 
We first observe that by the argument given above for &a), we have p(n) <n + 1 for 
any PER and any n 6 IpI. Next we observe that $(x)E[R] for any XEP. Thus since 
4(x) has the same degree as x, we have 9(P) g 9([9]). The mapping #J is certainly 
one-to-one and, for every recursive element XEP, 4(x) provides a recursive element 
of [RI. Now suppose that z is some element of [R] which is not of the form 4(x) for 
any XE P. It follows from the definition of R that there is some 0~5’ of length n and 
some y EK such that z = #(a) * y. Thus z is not recursive. This establishes that 4 is 
a one-to-one correspondence between the members of P and the recursive members 
of [RI. 
By the uniformity of the construction, there is some primitive recursive function h 
such that if S= U,, then R = Uh(e). Let $,(n)=n + 1 be the bounding function for U, 
and let $ be the function given in part (b) of Theorem 6. It follows that PfCej = P$(,,) 
is a class of sets recursively isomorphic to [R] and thus satisfies the requirements of 
the theorem. 
(ii) The proof is just a relativization of the proof of (i). In this case, let Q = [T] 
be a strong II: class of sets with no member recursive in 0’ (by Theorem 1). Then 
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we define a tree R recursive in 0’ with p(k)<k + 1 for all PE U, so that [R] is a r.b. 
strong ZIi class with the desired properties and apply Theorem 6. 0 
Combining Theorems 7 and 8, we obtain the following: 
Corollary 9. For any II: class P C w”, there is a a bounded II: class Q of sets such 
that (a) 9(,Y) C 9(Q) and (b) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
members of P which are recursive in 0’ and the members of Q which are recursive 
in 0’. (Thus Q has no members which are recursive in 0’ tf P has no members which 
are recursive in O’.) Furthermore, there is a primitive recursive junction h such that 
for P = P,, we have Q =PhCr). 
4. Index sets for notions of boundedness 
This section begins our classification of index sets for # classes. In general, if .9 
is a property of II! classes, then Z.(8) will be the set of indices e such that P, has 
property 9’. In this section, we classify index sets associated with various types of 
boundedness. 
We need to define some relations related to boundedness. The II! relation Br(k,e) 
says, when T, is a tree, that T, is bounded above k and the IZ(: relation Br(a, k,e) 
says, when T, is a tree and 4a is a total function, that c is bounded by da above 
k. The relations B(k,e) and B(a,k,e) say the same thing about the tree U,. Recall the 
reduction ‘lo of Lemma 4 such that U, = TnCe). The ITi relation Bz(k,e) says that the 
tree UZ,~ is bounded above k, the II: relation Bs(a, k.e) says that Uz,, is bounded by 
4a above k and the IIf relation Bi(a. k,e) says that UZ., is bounded by 4: above k. 
Definition 10. (i) Br(a,k,e) H (Vi)(Vo)[(IoI>k & o”iE&) + i<+a(a)]. 
(ii) Br(k,e) H (Vo)(3n)(Vm>n)[lo] >k + a-m 4 c]. 
(iii) B(k, e) H Br(k, x(e)). 
(iv) B(a,k,e) @ BT(a,k,n(e)). 
(v) Bz(a,k,e) H (Vi)(Va)[(]a13k & CiEU2J -+ i<&(o)]. 
(vi) Bi(a,k,e) H (Vi)(V’o)[(]o]~k & o-iEU2,e) + i<@(o)]. 
(vii) Bz(k,e) H (V’o))(3n)(Vm>n)[]ol >k + o-m @ L&l. 
Theorem 11. (i) For any recursive g 3 2, b(g-bounded) = {e : U, is g-bounded} is IT: 
complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g 22, Ip(g-a. b.) = {e : U$ is almost g-bounded} is Zi com- 
plete. 
(iii) &(r.b.) = {e : U, is recursively bounded} is 1: complete. 
(iv) &(a.r.b.) = { e . U, is almost recursively bounded} is Ci complete. 
(v) &(bounded) = {e : U, is finite branching} is Ii’! complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b.) = {e: U, is a most 1 bounded} is Ci complete. 
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Proof. (i) Let g = &, then Z,,(g-bounded) is ZZY, since eEZp(g-bounded) if and only 
if B(a,O,e). For the completeness, we define a reduction of o\K to Zp(g-bounded) 
as follows. We have eEK ti (Z!t)qb&e) L w h ere the relation &(e) 1 is primitive 
recursive. Use the s-m-n Theorem to define a function h such that for (TEO’, cr E Uhce) 
if and only if o(t) = 0 whenever 4,,(e) T. Thus, if e $6 K, Uhce) = (0’ : t ECO}, so that 
h(e)EZp(g-bounded), whereas if eE K, then Uhce) includes all extensions of 0’ for some 
t and hence h(e) $Zp(g-bounded). 
(ii) &(g-a.b.) is Cy, since if g = &, then 
eEZp(g-a.b.) H (X)&a, k,e). 
For the completeness, we define a reduction of Fin to Z,,(g-a.b.), as follows. For each e 
and s, recall that W,,, = {i : Cp&i) I) and that &Ji) 1 implies that i <s. Thus eE Fin 
if and only if {s : Wr,,+l \W,,, # 0) is finite. For ]cr] =s, let GE Uhce) if and only if 
(v~<.r)[K,.+I\K,.=0 --+ a(n + l)<g(o)]. Then if eEFin and k satisfies We,k = W,, 
then Uhce) is g-bounded above k. If e $! Fin, then for each n such that We,n+l \ W,,, # 8, 
we have 0”i E Uh(e) for every i, so that Uh(e) is not almost bounded by g. 
(iii) Zp(r.b.) is Ct, since e EZP (r.b.) H (%)(a E Tot&B(a,O,e)). For the complete- 
ness, we define a reduction f of Ret to &(r.b.). This will be done so that [UZce,] is 
empty if W, is finite and [~Z,,J] has a single element if W, is infinite. The primitive 
recursive tree UfCrj is defined as follows: Put (T = (SO, 81,. . . , Sk_ 1) E Uyce, if and only 
if sg<sr < ... <Sk-r and there exists a sequence mo <ml < . . < mk-1 such that, for 
each i<k, m,E W,,,,\W,,,,_l and rni is the least element of We,s,_,\{mo ,..., mi-I}. We 
observe that if We is finite, then Ufce, is also finite and therefore recursively bounded. 
Now fix e and suppose that W, is infinite. Then we may define canonical sequences 
no<nl< ... of elements of W, and corresponding stages to < tl < . . . such that, for 
each i, n, E W,, , \ W,, b- 1 and (to, tl, . . . , ti) E Ufce, as follows. Let no be the least element 
of W, and, for each k, let &+I be the least element of We\ We,t,. Then for each k, 
(to, ~~-~tk)~~f.(e) and nk E 6,. Furthermore, we see by induction on k that 
kEW,-+kEW,,f,. 
For s = 0, this is because 1t0 = 0 if 0 E W,. Assuming the statement to be true for all 
i <k, we see that if k E W,, then either k E W,, tn_, or else nk = k. In either case, we 
have k E W,, II . 
The key fact here is that for any (SO,. . . , Sk) E Ufcej, Sk 6 tk. To see this, let (SO,. . . , Sk) 
E Ufc+ let (mo, . . , mk) be the associated sequence of elements of W,, and suppose by 
way of contradiction that Sk > tk. It follows from the definitions of l_Jfce, and of to,. . . , tk 
that in fact si = ti and mi = ni for all i Q k. Thus Tfce) has the sequence (to+ 1, tl + 1,. . .) 
as a bounding function. 
Suppose that W, is recursive. Then the sequence to < tl < . . . is also recursive and 
thus Ufce) is recursively bounded by (b). Now suppose that Ufce) is bounded by some 
recursive function h. Then we must have tk <h(k) for each k. It then follows from (a) 
that kE W, ti kE We,h(k), so that W, is recursive. 
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(iv) Zp(a.r.b.) is Ci, since 
eEZp(a.r.b.) H (3k)(3a)(a~ Tot & B(a,k,e)). 
For the completeness, use the argument given above for Zp(r.b.). We may assume 
that W, is infinite, since otherwise the argument goes through trivially. Clearly, if W, 
is recursive, then Vf(,,) is recursively bounded and therefore a.r.b. as well. If Ufcej 
is almost bounded by the recursive function g, let k be large enough so that for 
(fr >k, ai E Uf@, + i<g(o) and let r=(ts,tr,..., tk). Then we can recursively define 
a bounding function h(i) 2 t(i) by letting h(i) = t(i) for i < k and, for each j 3 k, 
h(j+ l)=max{g((r-(~k+r,. ..,Sj))): s,<h(i) for each i with k<i<j}. 
It follows as above that W, is recursive. 
(v) Ip(bounded) is ZZ!, since 
eEIp(bounded) H (Y,a)(3n)(V’m >n)(o-m $ V,). 
For the completeness, we define a reduction of w\Cof to I,(bounded), as follows. 
Let &e, m,s) = (least IZ > m)(n +! W,.,). This is a primitive recursive definition since 
n E W,,, + n <s. Then, using the S-m-n theorem, define the tree qfce) by 
Uf.~e)={Om:mEo}U{Om~(s+ l):&e,m,s+ l)>&e,m,s)}. 
Then Ufce, will be a finite-branching tree if and only if, for each m, there are only 
finitely many s such that Om-(s + 1)~ vf.(+ Now if W, is not cofinite, then for each 
m there is a minimal n >m such that n 6 W,. It follows that lim, c$(e,m,s) =n, so 
that 4(e, m, s + 1) > &e, m, s) for only finitely many s, which will make Ufce) finite- 
branching. On the other hand, if W, is cofinite and we choose m so that n E W, for all 
m >n, then it is clear that there will be infinitely many s such that $(e,m,s + 1) > 
#(e,m,s), so that 0” will have infinitely many successors and Ufce) will not be finite- 
branching. Thus, we have 
e +! Cof w f(e) El,(bounded). 
(vi) Zp(a.b.) is Ci, since 
eElp(a.b.) H (lk)B(k,e). 
For the completeness, first modify the proof that Z,(bounded) is IZ! complete by letting 
z? 
contain 0”’ for each m together with 0”~(S + 1) if m is the least such that 
e, m, s+ 1) > &e, m, s). This modification ensures that Q(e) is always almost bounded, 
since only for the largest m q! W, will there be infinitely many s with Om-s + 1 E qy(e). 
By the previous argument, Usce) will be bounded if and only if e @ Cof. Now let S 
be an arbitrary Cq set and suppose that aES ++ (3k)R(a, k), where R is ZI!. By the 
usual quantifier methods, we may assume that R(a, k) implies that R(a,j) for all j> k. 
By the completeness of Z,(bounded), there is a recursive function h such that R(a, k) 
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if and only if Uh(a,k) is bounded and such that U h&k) iS ahOSt bounded for every a 
and k. Now simply define 
If a ES, then U,,@,k) is bounded for all but finitely many k and is almost bounded for 
the remainder. Thus U+(a) is almost bounded. If a $! S, then, for every k, Uh(a,k) is not 
bounded, so that Uq,ca, is not almost bounded. 0 
We observe that for each class of Theorem 11, the complementary class will be 
a complete set of the complementary type. That is, for example, {e : U, is not finite 
branching} is a C!j complete set. 
We next consider two other approaches to index sets for boundedness. First we 
consider the enumeration Qr = [ZJ, where T, is the tree with characteristic function 
coded by & where 4e is the eth partial recursive function of one natural number. This 
means that r~ E T, H tie( (cJ)) = 1 and CJ $ T, w q&( (cJ)) = 0. With this enumeration, T, 
may not be fully defined and may not be a tree. Thus we will first consider the index 
set of the class of trees. For a given property 9 of II: classes, we will let IQ(g) be 
the set of indices e such that 9(Qe). 
We recall from Lemma 4 the primitive recursive functions cp and rt. 
Theorem 12. (0) Zp(Tree) = {ec Tot : q& defines a tree} is Ii’: complete. 
(i) For any recursive 922, IQ(g-bounded) is II; complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g >2, IQ(g-a.b.) is 0: complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b.) is Ci complete. 
(iv) Ip(a.r.b.) is C!j complete. 
(v) IQ(bounded) is II! complete. 
(vi) IQ(a.b.) is Ci complete. 
Proof. (0) Ip(Tree) is II:, since e l Ip(Tree) if and only if e E Tot and 
(Vn)4,(n)<2 & (Vo)(V/z)[(zEG & d 4 z) + oET,]. 
Now we may define a reduction of Tot to Ip(Tree) as follows. Define the recur- 
sive function F so that for any e and any finite sequence G, F(e,o) = 1 if 4e(la]) L 
and is otherwise undefined. Use the s-m-n theorem to define a function h such that 
&(e)(x)=F(e,x) for all e,x. lf 4e is total, then &(rj(a)= 1 for all (r, so that h(e)EIQ 
(Tree). If & is not total, then &~~,(a) will diverge for some 0, so that h(e) 6 Ip(Tree). 
(i) Let g= 4a. Ip(g-bounded) is II;, since e EIp(g-bounded) if and only if e E 
IQ(Tree) and Br(a,O,e). For the completeness, we simply observe that the function 
n of Lemma 4 reduces Ip(g-bounded) to IQ(g-bounded), which is known to be II! 
complete by Theorem 11. 
(ii) Let g = on. Ip(g-a.b.) is 020, since eEIQ(g-a.b.) if and only if eEIQ(Tree) and 
(3k)B(a, k, e). For the completeness, let A = B n C, where B is a II; set and C is a Cy 
set. It follows from (0) above that there is a recursive function f such that a E B if and 
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only if f(a) ~z~(Tree). Furthermore, if a E B, then Q +) = w”’ and if a $2 B, then &(a) is 
undefined for some finite sequence G. It follows from the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 
11 that there is a recursive function j such that UEC’ if and only if j(a) E Z,,(g-a.b.), 
which is if and only if rt(j(a)) E ZQ(g-a.b.). Note n(j(a))EZQ(Tree) for every u. 
Now define a recursive function h by &(a~(~) =&cO,(a) . 4x(jca))(O). If UEA, then 
Thcu) = Tncjc,,) defines a tree which is almost bounded by g, so that h(u) E ZQ(g-a.b.). 
If a $ A, then &A(~)(B) is undefined for each 0 such that &(a) is undefined, so that 
h(u) cf Z&-a.b.). 
(iii) This result and the next three parts have proofs which are based on the corre- 
sponding result from Theorem 11. To see that ZQ(r.b.) is Ct, we modify the characteri- 
zation given for Zp(r.b.) by replacing U, with T, and B(u,O,e) with B~(u,o,e) and then 
add the condition that e eZQ(Tree). Thus we have e ~Zp(r.b.) if and only if eEZp(Tree) 
and (&)(a~ Tot & B~(u,o,e). For the completeness, we have eEZp(g-bounded) if and 
only if rr(e) EZQ(g-bounded). Thus the result follows from Theorem 11. 
The remaining parts of the theorem are can be proved by similarly modifying the 
proof of the corresponding parts of Theorem 11. 0 
Next, we consider the complexity of intrinsically bounded classes. We first observe 
that the trees Ext(U,) are uniformly cl. 
Theorem 13. Each of the following sets is Il; complete, for any 982: 
(i) {e: Ext(U,) is g-b ounded}; (ii) {e: Ext(U,) is g-ab.}; (iii) {e: Ext(U,) is r.b.}; 
(iv) {e: Ext(U,) IS a.r.b.}; (v) {e: Ext(U,) is bounded}; (vi) {e : Ext(U,) is a.b.}. 
Proof. It is easy to see that we can modify the proof of Theorem 11 to prove that each 
index set is ZZ!. For example, Ext( U,) is bounded if and only if (Va)@z)(V’m >n)a-m 
$! Ext( U,). For the completeness, we can give one argument which works for all cases, 
based on the completeness of {e : P, = 0). (See Theorem 15 below.) Now define a 
reduction f such that PfCe, = P, ~3 do. Then it is clear that Ext(CJfce)) is “bounded” 
(for each of the six notions above) if and only if P, is empty. 0 
The ZZY class P = [T] is said to be deciduble if Ext(T) is decidable, or equiva- 
lently, if the set of dead ends of T is recursive. Clearly, a recursive set of dead ends 
can be pruned, leaving a recursive tree with no dead ends. Thus a class P is decid- 
able if P = [T] where T has no dead ends. For any property W of ZZY classes, let 
Zp(M dec.) = {e : U, has no dead ends} nZp(.L%?). We will discuss decidable trees further 
in the next section, once we have classified nonempty classes. 
Finally, we consider index sets for strong ZZY classes associated with various notions 
of boundedness. We include only the two most interesting notions of bounding by a 
function recursive in 0’. The other cases are easy relativizations of Theorem 11 and 
are left to the reader. For any property 92 of a tree or class, let Zs(B) be the set of 
indices e such that Uz., has property 3. 
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Theorem 14. (i) For any recursive g >2, Is(g-bounded) is IIf’ complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g>2, Zs(g-a.b.) is Ci complete. 
(iii) Is(r.b.) is Cy complete. 
(iv) Is(a.r.b.) is Cf complete. 
(v) Zs(bounded) is li’t complete. 
(vi) Zs(a.b.) is Ci complete. 
(vii) For any 932 which is recursive in 0’, Is(g-bounded} is II; complete. 
(viii) I,(highly bounded) is Ci complete. 
Proof. Parts (i)-(vi) are proved exactly as in Theorem 11 and parts (vii) and (viii) 
are simply relativizations of parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 11. 0 
5. Index sets for cardinality 
In this section, we classify the index sets of II: classes discussed in the previous 
section with additional constraints on the cardinality of the class. We begin with the 
properties nonempty and empty. 
Theorem 15. (i) For any recursive g 3 2, Ip(g-bounded nonempty) is l’Ip complete 
and I,(g-bounded empty) is Dp complete. Furthermore, (I7:, Cp) < @(g-bounded 
nonempty), Ip(g-bounded empty)). 
(ii) For any recursive g 22, Ip(g-a.b. nonempty) is .Zi complete and Ip(a.6. empty) 
is 0: complete. 
(iii) Z,(r.b. nonempty) is Cf complete and Ip(r.b. empty) is Cf complete. 
(iv) I,(a.r.b. nonempty) and Z,(a.r.b. empty) are both Zt complete. 
(v) Ip(bounded nonempty) is II! complete and I,(bounded empty) is Ci complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. nonempty) and Z,(a.b. empty) are both Zj complete. 
(vii) (Zp(nonempty),Ip(empty)) is (Ci, Lit ) complete. 
Proof. (i) We observe that if B(a, k, e), then for 1~1 ak, the relation g E Ext(U,) has 
a IZp characterization. That is, 
o~Ext(U,)+(Vn>k)@z)[Jz]=n & a+~& TEU,], 
where the quantifier “(3)” is bounded by g, since if s=n - 101, it is equivalent o 
“(3-1 <g(a))@2 <g(rr-rt ).. (3r, <g(o-(rl,r2,. . .,r,-I ))I”. 
Thus, P, is nonempty if and only if 0 ~Ext(Lt,). For the completeness, we may use 
the same reduction as given in the proof of part (i) of Theorem 11. That is, for any II: 
set B, we have a recursive map j such that Pi(,) is always nonempty and is g-bounded 
if and only if e E B. For the double completeness, define a reduction h for a given II! 
set A so that Ph(ej is always g-bounded and is nonempty if and only if e E A. Let R 
be a recursive relation so that e E A ti (Vn)R(e,n). Then the map may be defined by 
putting 0” E &(e) ++ R(e,n) and putting no other strings in U,,(e). 
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We see that ZJ(g-bounded empty) is Dp since 
e E Zp(g-bounded empty) ti e E Zp(g-bounded) & 0 $ Ext( U,). 
For the completeness, let C = B\A, where A and B are ZZp sets and let R and S be 
recursive relations so that e E A H (Vn)R(e, n) and e E B H (Vn)S(e, n). Then a reduction 
f of C to Zp(g-bounded empty) is given by putting (T E Ufce, if and only if either 
(a) (V’i<jaj)[R(e,i) & cr(i + l)<g(a[i))] or 
(b) Q = (1 + g(0) + n) where not S(e, n) and (Vi <n)(S(e, i)). 
Clearly, Uftej is g-bounded if and only if e E B. Similarly, c/&, is non-empty if and 
only if e E A. Thus, I!J~~~J is g-bounded and empty iff e E B -A. 
(ii) Z,,(g-a.b. nonempty) is Ci, since for g = +a, e E Ip(g-a.b. nonempty) if and only 
if @k)(Zlo)[B(a,k,e) & ICJ/ 3k & o E Ext(U,)]. 
For the completeness, use the same reduction as in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 11. 
Z,,(g-a.b. empty) is 020, since e E ZP(g-a.b. empty) if and only if 
e EZp(g-a.b.) & (Vk)(V’o)[(B(a,k,e) & [g[ 3k) -+ c $! Ext(U,)]. 
For the completeness, let A = Brl C, where B is a ,$’ set and C is a ZZ: set. Suppose 
that b E B ++ (Sn)(Vn)R(b,m,n) and c E C H (Vm)@r)S(c,m,n), where R and S are 
recursive. Define the function &b,n) to be the least m <n such that R(b,m,n) for all 
.’ <n (or c$(b, n) = n if there is no such m), so that b E B if and only if &b,n) is 
eventually constant. Define the tree U’(b) recursively as follows. Every string (m) of 
length 1 is in uf.(b). If 0 E Uf.(b) is of odd length 2s + 1, then a-i E Uf(b) if either 
kg(o) or $(b,s+ 1)>4(b,s). If ~EU. f(b) is of even length 2s + 2 and o(O)=m, 
then o-i E Ufce, if i = 0 and either s <m or, for all n Qs, +(b,m, n). Observe that 
allowing an extension when s cm in the second part of the definition of uZ(b) means 
that we have always have arbitrarily long strings in uf.(b). 
Suppose first that b E B. Then there is some k such that &b, s + 1) = c$(b, s) for all 
s3 k. It follows that u,(b) is g-bounded above k. Next suppose that b E C. Then, for 
any m, choose n, such that S(b,m, n). It follows that there is no (T of length 24 + 3 
beginning with o(O)=m in u,(b). It follows that PZ(b) is empty in this case. Thus if 
b E A, then b E ZP(g-a.b. empty). If b $! B, then, since uZ(b) has arbitrarily long strings, 
it will not be almost bounded by g. If b 4 C, then p/(b) will be nonempty, since for 
any m such that +(b, m,n) for all n, we will have m-OW E Pf.(b), 
(iii) Zp(r.b. nonempty) is Ci, since e E Zp(r.b. nonempty) if and only if 
@a)[~ E Tot & e E Zp(g5,-bounded nonempty)]. 
For the completeness, modify the reduction f from the proof of part (iii) Theorem 11 
as follows. For any o = (so,, si , . , . , Sk_ 1) E Ufce,, add o-Ok to U~Q, whenever there is 
no s <k such that 0-s E Uy(,). It is clear that Z’Zrccj will contain exactly one element 
for each e. 
The case of r.b. empty classes is equivalent to bounded empty classes and is treated 
in (v) below. 
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(iv) Zp(a.r.b. nonempty) is C$’ since e~Z,,(a.r.b. nonempty) if and only if 
(3a)[a E Tot & e E Zp(&,-a.b. nonempty)]. 
For the completeness, use the reduction given above in part (iii) for r.b. nonempty. 
Zp(a.r.b.empty) is .J$‘, since 
e l Zp(a.r.b. empty) @ (3a)[a E Tot & eEZp(&-a.b. empty)]. 
For the completeness, modify the reduction f from the proof of part (iv) of Theorem 11 
by letting Uyce) contain strings (n, SO,. . . ,sk_ 1) such that (SO,. . . , Sk_ I ) E Uyce) and k <n, 
so that UY(~J is a.r.b. if and only if Ufce) is a.r.b. and PZ/(e) is always empty. 
(v) First we note that if B(k,e), then for 1cr >k, the relation (T ~l&t(U,) has a ZZ; 
characterization. That is, 
aeExt(U,) w (V’i)(EIz)[a<z & ZEU, & ITI=k+i]. 
Thus Zp(bounded nonempty) is ZZ:, since 
e E Zp(bounded nonempty) % e E Zp(bounded) & 0 E Ext( U,). 
For the completeness, use the same reduction f as given in the proof of part (v) of 
Theorem 11, since P’ce) = {Ow} for every e. 
The case of bounded empty classes is a special one, since [T] is bounded and empty 
if and only if T is finite. Thus Zp(bounded empty) is Ci, since U, is finite if and only 
if (&)(VCJ)[G E U, + (v) <n]. For the completeness, define a reduction f of Fin 
to Zp(bounded empty) by letting U’ceJ = { 0) U {( (n,s) : n E We,s+l \ W,,,} where ( , ) is 
some recursive bijection from o x o onto o. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. nonempty) is Ci, since e E Zp(a.b. nonempty) if and only if 
(Zlk)(Sa)[B(k,e) & jol>k & aEExt(U,)]. 
For the completeness, use the same reduction as given in Theorem 11. Zp(a.b. empty) 
is C,O, since 
e E Zp(a.b. empty) w (3k)[B(k, e) & (V’a)(lal = k + o 6 Ext( U,))]. 
For the completeness, modify the proof of part (iv) of Theorem 11. First define 
where g is the function defined in part (vi) of Theorem 11. Note that [Ug’(e,k)] is always 
empty and that Ugr(,,) is always almost bounded. Uq~te,k) is never actually bounded 
because the empty string has infinitely many successors (m) for each m. However, 
Ug’(e,k) clearly has the following properties. 
(a) If e 4 Cof, then every node except 0 has finitely many successors. 
(b) If e E Cof, then for some m, m wk has infinitely many successors. 
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Now let S be any Cf set and suppose that a ES H (3k)R(a, k), where R is ZZ:. 
By the usual quantifier methods, we may assume that R(a, k) implies that R(a,j) for 
all j> k. Since Cof is Cf complete, it follows from the discussion above that there 
is a recursive function h’ such that U h~(~,k) is almost bounded for all a,k, [U,,J(~,J~] is 
empty for all a, k and 
(a) if R(a, k), then every node in Uhj(a,k) except 0 has finitely many successors and 
(b) if TR(a, k), then for some rn, m mfk has infinitely many successors. 
Now define UtiCaJ = {(k)-a: aE Uh’(a,k)}. [U$(aj] is empty since each [CihrCa,~J is 
empty. If a E S, then for all but finitely many k, every node in I/h’(a,k) except 8 has 
finitely many successors, and for the remainder, Uh’(o,k) is almost bounded. Thus U+(,, 
is almost bounded. If a q! S, then, for every k, Uh’(a,k) has a string of length > k with 
infinitely many successors, so that iYecu, is not almost bounded. 
(vii) Zp(nonempty) is Ci, since e E Zp(nonempty) ti (Glx)(V’n)X[~ E U,. 
For the completeness, let A be a Ct set, so that, by the normal form theorem (see 
[15, p. 841). there is a primitive recursive relation R such that, for all a, a E A ++ 
(Gtx)(Vrz)R(a,x[n>. 
Then we may define L’Zca) = {O : R(a, a)} by the S-m-n theorem. Then a E A H 
f(a) E Z,,(nonempty) so that A d iZp(nonempty). Zp(empty) is Zi’t complete, since it is 
just the complement of Zp(empty). 0 
Remark. (i) For any string C, we may replace in each statement of Theorem 15 the 
property of being nonempty with the property “CJ E E.xt(P, )“, i.e. P, r? Z(o) is nonempty). 
A similar remark holds for the property of being empty. 
(ii) It follows from part (i) of Theorem 15 that {e: P, n (0, 1)” # 0) is ZZp complete 
and (e : P, n (0, l}“’ = @} is 07 complete. 
A version of Theorem 15 could be given for the enumeration Qe and proved by 
similarly modifying the proofs of Theorem 12. We leave the details to the reader but 
we note that the results would be identical to Theorem 15 except that Zp(g-bounded 
nonempty) is ZZ: complete and each of ZQ(g-bounded empty), Zp(g-a.b. nonempty), 
Zp(r.b. empty) and ZQ(bounded empty) are 0; complete. 
Next we begin the discussion of decidable trees as promised earlier. Recall that for 
a property 99 of ZZY-classes, Zp(W dec.)= {e: U, has no dead ends} nP( nR). 
Theorem 16. (0) Zp(dec.) is ITi complete. 
(i) For any recursive g 32, Zp(g-bounded ec.) is ZZp complete. 
(ii) For uny recursive g 2 2, Zp(g-a. 6. dec. ) is 0: complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b. dec.) is .X,0 complete. 
(iv) Zp(a.r.b. dec.) is Cy complete. 
(v) Zp(bounded dec.) is IZf complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. dec.) is 1: complete. 
Proof. (0) Zp(dec.) is Z7: since rl, has no dead ends if and only if @‘,a E U,)(3) 
(a-i E U,). 
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For the completeness, let C be a ZYZi set and R be a recursive relation so that 
e E C H (Vrn)(3n)R(e,m,n). Put 0 and (m) in UZc=) for all m and, for any k, put 
(m,n)-Ok E UZC~) if and only if R(e,m, n). Thus UZC~, has no dead ends if and only if 
e E C. Note that Ufce) is g-a.b. for any g. 
(i) This index set is ZZp, since a g-bounded tree U, has no dead ends if (Va) 
(a E U,-@i < g(o))(a-i E U,). For the completeness, observe that the proof given in 
part (i) of Theorem 11 in fact defines a tree with no dead ends. 
(ii) This index set is 0: since the property of being almost g-bounded is Ci and 
for any tree U,, U, has no dead ends if and only if (Va E lJ,)(!li)a-i E U,. 
For the completeness, let A = B II C, where B is a Ci set and C is a ZZ; set. The set 
Ujcej is constructed in two parts. First, modify the construction of part (0) by putting 
l^aE Uj(e) H aE U’(,). Then U~(,)tlZ((l)) IS always g-a.b. and has no dead ends 
if and only if e E C. Then we use the function h defined in part (ii) of Theorem 11 
which has the property that e E B if and only if U,,(e) is g-a.b. Note that Uh(e) always 
has no dead ends. Then put 0-a E Q(e) if and only if 0-a E U,,(e). 
(iii) For this and the remaining cases, the upper bound on the complexity follows 
from part (0) above and complexity of the corresponding parts of Theorem 11. The 
completeness of the remaining cases follows from a simple modification of the reduc- 
tions used to prove the corresponding parts in the Theorem 11. That is, one needs only 
ensure that corresponding trees used in the reductions have no dead ends. This is easily 
accomplished by modifying any given recursive tree 2’ to construct a new recursive 
tree T’ such that (a) @ET’ for all kg0 and (b) for any n>l, (ar,...,a,)ET iff 
(at + l,..., a, + 1 )-Ok E T’ for all k >O. q 
We note that a recursive tree T with no dead ends always has a recursive infinite 
path since by assumption 0 is always an element of any tree T. Thus, there are no 
analogues of the results of Theorem 15 for decidable trees. 
For any cardinal number c and any property ~3. of trees, let Z,,(B<c) = (e E Zp(9): 
card(P,) c c} and similarly define Zp(93 = c) and Zp(W > c). If g is a total function, we 
write 982 if for xEq g(x)>2. 
Theorem 17. (i) For any positive integer c and any recursive function g 32, 
(Zr(g-bounded>c),Zp(g-bounded<c)) is (C,“, ZI,“) complete, Zp(g-bounded= c + 1) is 
0: complete, and Ip(g-bounded= 1) is ZZ$’ complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c and any recursive g 3 2,Zp(g-a. 6. > c) is Ct complete 
and both Zp(g-a. b. GC) and Zp(g-a. 6. = c) are Di complete. 
(iii) For any positive integer c, Ip(r.b.>c), Zp(r.b.<c) and Zp(r.b. =c} are all JLy 
complete. 
(iv) For any positive integer c, Zp(a.r.b. >c), Zp(a.r.b. <c) and Zp(a.r.b. =c) are all 
z,O complete. 
(v) For any positive integer c, Zp(bounded <c) and Zp(bounded = 1) are both ZZ$’ 
complete, and Zp(bounded > c) and Zp(bounded = c + 1) are both 0; complete. 
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(vi) For uny positive integer c, Zp(a.b.>c), Zp(a.b.6~) and Zp(a.b. =c) are all Ct 
complete. 
(vii) For any positive integer c, (Ip( > c), Ip( d c)) is (Zf , IZl ) complete and lp( = c) 
is II,t complete. 
Proof. (i) We note that Zp(g-bounded) is ZZ!. Thus Z,,(g-bounded>c) is ,X,0, since 
e E Zp(g-bounded>c) if and only if e E Zp(g-bounded) and there exist k and incom- 
parable gi,az,. . .,oc+l E cd such that each oi ~Ezct(U,). It easily follows that Zp(g- 
bounded d c ) is ZZ:. Then Z,( g-bounded = c + 1) = Zp( g-bounded > c) f@p( g-bounded 
dc + 1) is 0:. Finally, since Zp(g-bounded >O) = Zp(g-bounded nonempty) is ZZp, we 
see that Zp(g-bounded = 1) is ZZ:. 
To prove the Ct completeness of Zp(g-bounded>c), we first define a reduction of 
w\Tor to Zp(g-bounded>c), as follows. For each e, let rr = Orno 1’0”’ 1’. . . O”“-’ 1’0”” 1’ E 
Uf,ce) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) 1 <r<c and t<r. 
(b) For each i<k, if 4,,i,l(i)J, then qbe,lal(i)=rni. 
(c) If $,,1,1(k)l., then 4,,lal(k)aw 
Thus if (Pe is total, then [Ufcej] has exactly c elements, O~~~(*)l’O~~~(‘) I’... for 1 dr,<c. 
On the other hand, if 4e is not total, then [CJfc(e,] will be infinite. Note that the tree 
Uf,(e) is always g-bounded, since it is a binary tree. This reduction shows both the 
double completeness of Zp(g-bounded>c) and b(g-bounded <c + l), as well as the 
completeness of Zp(g-bounded = 1). Note that since Tot is ZZ! complete, it follows that 
for any ZZ: set C, there is a reduction h, of C so that card(Ph,(,,) = c if e E C and 
Ph,(r~ is infinite otherwise. 
To prove the 0: completeness of ZP(g-bounded= c + l), let A = Bn C where B is 
Ct and C is ZZ:, let hl be a reduction of w - B so that P,,,(e) is infinite if e E B and 
card(Pf(,)) = 1 otherwise. Let h,+l be the reduction of C described above. Then a 
reduction 4 of A to Zp(g-bounded = c + 1) may be given by defining Ubcej = Uh,(e) @ 
Uh<+,(+ 
(ii) Zp(g-a.b. >c) is seen to be .J$’ by a slight modification of the proof of part (ii) 
of Theorem 15. That is, we simply let the existence of distinct gi,. . . , oc+l of the same 
length, all in Ext(U,) replace the existence of a single r~ ~_!?xt(U,). Since Zp(g-a.b. is 
Ci, it easily follows that Zp(g-a.b. Gc) and Zp(g-a.b. = c) are Di. 
The CT completeness of Zp(g-a.b. > c) follows by the argument in (i). 
For the 0: completeness of Zp(g-a.b. Gc) and also of Zp(g-a.b. = c), let f(e) be 
defined as in the proof of the 0; completeness of Zp(g-a.b. empty) given in part (ii) 
of Theorem 15 and let Uh(e)=Uf.(e)U{Orlr:r<c}. 
(iii) The g-bounded case above showed that Zp(&bounded >c) is uniformly Ci 
complete. Thus Zp(r.b. > c) is Cf since 
e E Zp(r.b. > c) H @~)[a E Tot & e E Zp(&-bounded > c). 
Similarly, Zp(r.b. <c) is Cf. 
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For the Cy completeness of I,(r.b. > c), recall the modified function g from the proof 
of part (iii) of Theorem 15 such that ca~d(&~,) = 1 for all e and such that IJqce) is 
r.b. if and only if e E Rec. Fix c and let T be a binary tree such that [I] has exactly 
c + 1 elements. Then let Ukce) = IJqce) @ T. Then k is a reduction of Ret to Ip(r.b. > c). 
At the same time, k is also a reduction of Ret to I.(r.b. = c + 1) and to I,(r.b. <c + 1). 
Note here that since T is binary, U,(,) @ T will be r.b. if Uqce) is r.b. and since [T] is 
nonempty, IJqce) @ T will be not r.b. if qq(,) is not recursively bounded. 
(iv) Part (iv) of the present theorem follows by modifying the part (iv) of Theorem 
11 in the same way that we modified part (iii) of Theorem 11 to prove part (iii) of 
the present theorem. 
(v) Let us define here a Ci relation C(c, k,e) such that C(c, k,e) holds iff there is 
a j Z k such that there exist distinct 61,. . . , ocfl E OJ n U, such that for all n >j there 
exists ri , . . . , z,+l E co” fl U, which extend 01,. . . , cc+1 respectively. Note that if 17, is 
bounded above k, i.e. if B(k, e) holds, then C(c, k, e) implies that card(E) 3~. 
Then Ip(bounded<c) is II!, since 
e E I,(bounded <c) H e E I(bounded) & -C(c, 0, e)l. 
Ip(bounded >c) is 030, since 
e E Ip(bounded >c) ti e E b(bounded) & C(c, 0, e)]. 
Finally, Ip(bounded = c + 1) = Ip(bounded > c) n Ip(bounded 6 c + 1) is 0:. Also, 
Ip(bounded = 1) = Ip(bounded nonempty) fl I,(bounded d 1) is II!. 
For the completeness results, let A = B fl C, where B is a IIf set and C is a Ct 
set. It follows from part (v) of Theorem 11 that there is a reduction f such that 
card(l’f(,)) = 1 for all e and such that U’ce, is bounded if and only if e E B. This gives 
the IIt completeness of Ip(bounded < c) and I,(bounded = 1). 
Suppose now that e E C H @m)(bz)@k)R( e, m, n, k), where R is recursive. We will 
define, uniformly in e, a recursive tree qqce) such that Uqce) is bounded for all e and 
such that I&, has exactly 2 elements if e E C and exactly one element (O”) otherwise. 
Let L&c,) consist of all strings Om together with all strings (Om)“(y + 1, kl, kz,. . . k,) 
such that 
(a) either m=r=O or m>O and lR(e,m - l,r,k) for all k<n; 
(b) for all i<n, R(e,m,i, ki) and lR(e,m,i,j) for all j<ki. 
Clearly 17~~~) is always bounded and has at least one element 0”. There will be 
another element (Om)-(~+ 1, kl, kz), . .) when m is the least number such that (V’n)(3k) 
R(e,m,n, k). Thus e E C if and only if Qe) contains exactly two elements and e q! C 
if and only if I$ce, contains exactly one element. By taking a disjoint union with a 
fixed set containing exactly c elements, we may obtain a recursive function gc such 
that e E C if and only if &ce) contains exactly c + 1 elements and e 4 C if and only 
if pqc-(e) contains exactly c elements. 
The reduction of A to &(bounded > c) is then given by Uhce) = qf(,,) @ q,< ce); this 
also reduces A to I,(bounded = c + 1). 
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(vi) Note that B(k,e) is Zlf and Zp(a.b.) is Ct. Thus Zp(a.b. >c), Zp(a.b. >c), and 
Zp(a.b.>c) are Ct since 
e E Zp(a.b. >c) H e l Zp(a.b.) & (3k)[B(k,e) & C(c,k,e)]; 
eEZp(a.b.<c) ++ eEZp(a.b.) & (%)[B(k,e) & X(c,k,e)]; 
Zp(a.b.=c)=Zp(a.b.>c - l)nZ~(a.b.<c). 
For the completeness, let A be a 1: set and recall the reduction II/ from part (vi) of 
Theorem 15 so that Utic,) is empty for all a and is almost bounded if and only if a E A. 
Fix c and let Q ~(0, 1)” be a r.b. class with exactly c members. Then define ,f so that 
Pi-(a) = P$ca, EB Q. Thus, f is a reduction of A to the three index sets corresponding 
to cardinality > c - 1, <c and = c. 
(vii) Zp( >c) is Cl uniformly in c since e E Zp( >c) if and only if there exist distinct 
xi,. ,x, E P,. It then immediately follows that Zp( <c) is ZZi uniformly in c. 
For Zp( = c), we recall from Theorem 1.3 that any countable ZZp class contains a 
hyperarithmetic member. Thus, we have 
eEZp(=c) ++ eEZp(<c) & (~l,...,~,EHYP)(x,EPe). 
It then follows from the Spector-Gandy Theorem (see [ 15, p. 1471, that Zp(= c) is ZZI. 
For the completeness, let A be a Cl set and let f be the function from Theorem 2.3 
which reduces A to Zp(nonempty) and its complement to Zp(empty). Let T be a primitive 
recursive tree such that card([T]) = c. Then a reduction of A to Zp( >c) may be defined 
by UyteJ = UZcf, @ T and this simultaneously reduces o\A to Zp( 6 c) and in fact reduces 
o\A to ZP( = c). 0 
Remark. It follows from part (i) that {e: card(P, fY (0, l}w)>c} is Ci complete, that 
{e:card(P,~{O,l}W)=l} and { e : card(P, n (0, 1)“) d c} are both ZZ: complete, and 
that (e: card(Z’, n (0, l}w) = c + 1) is 0; complete. 
We just give the most interesting two cases for the finite cardinality of a decidable 
ZZp class. 
Theorem 18. (i) For any positive integer c and any recursive function 922, Zp(g- 
bounded dec. > c) is 0: complete, Zp(g-hounded ec. <c) is II: complete, and Zp 
(g-bounded dec. =c + 1) is Dp complete. Zp(g-bounded ec. = 1) is II: complete. 
Furthermore, (Cy, II:) < ,(Zp(g-bounded dec. > c), Ip(g-bounded dec. <c)). 
(ii) Zp(dec. >c), Zp(dec. <c) and Zp(dec. = c) are all ZZ: complete. 
Proof. For a decidable tree U,, P, has >c members if and only if there U, con- 
tains incomparable cri, . . . , crc+r. The upper bounds on the complexity now follow from 
Theorem 16. Note that Zp(dec. = 1) =Zp(dec. d 1). 
For the ZZp completeness of Z&-bounded dec. = l), use the reduction h given in 
part (i) of the proof of Theorem 11. 
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Let Q be a fixed decidable ZZp class having exactly c elements. For the ZZp com- 
pleteness of Zp(g-bounded dec. <c), just let Z&) = Phce) @ Q. 
For the ZZi completeness of Zp(dec. = l), modify the reduction given for the ZZ; 
set C in the proof of part (0) of Theorem 16 by putting 8 in U’,,) and by putting 
(Izo,Q,..., nk_1) E Uf(,,) if and only if, for all i <k, ni is the least such that R(e, i, n). 
Then if e E C, Ufc=, will be a decidable tree with exactly one element and if e $! C, 
then Cry,,, will be a finite tree and hence will not be decidable. 
For the Zi$’ completeness of Zp(dec. <c), Zp(dec. = c) and Z,,(dec. > c - 1 ), again let 
G(e) = Q(e) @ Q. 
For the Dp completeness of &(g-bounded dec. > c) and Zp(g-bounded dec. = c+ 1 ), let 
A = B II C, where B is a ZZp set and C is a Cy set. Let R be a recursive relation so that 
e E C -+ (3n)R(e, n). It follows from the proof of part (i) of Theorem 11 that there is a 
recursive function g such that if e E B, then I&) = {OO} and is 2-bounded and if e 6 B, 
then Z&) is not g-bounded. Let Phce) =&ce) U {O”li+lO”’ : i <c & R(e, n) & (Vm <n) 
TR(e, m)}. 0 
There are five varieties of index sets distinguishing finite, countable and uncountable 
classes of type R: (1) Zf(B<N0) (finite), (2) b(B>No) (hfinite), (3) Zp(%GNo) 
(countable), (4) Zp(a = No) (countably infinite), and (5) Zp(W > NO) (uncountable). 
Our next result takes care of the first two varieties. 
Theorem 19. (i) For any recursive function g 2 2, (Zp(g-bounded 3 Ho ), Zp(g-bounded 
<No)) is (Z7~,J$) complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g 32, Zp(g-a. 6.2 NO) is ZI! complete and Z&-a. b. <No) is 
Ci complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b. aNo) is 0; complete and Zp(r.b. < No) is Ei complete. 
(iv) Zp(a.r.b. > No) is 0; complete and Zp(a.r.b. <NO) is Ct complete. 
(v) (Zp(bounded > No), Zp(bounded <NO)) is (Z’Z,“, Ci> complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. 3 No) is 0: complete and Zp(a.b. < No) is Cg complete. 
(vii) (Zp( > No),Zp( <NO)) is (ci,Z7;) complete. 
Proof. (i) The upper bound on these complexities follows from the uniformity of 
Theorem 17, since 
e E Zp(g-bounded > No) e (Vc)e E Zp(g-bounded > c), 
and similarly 
e E Zp(g-bounded <No) H (3c)e E Zp(g-bounded d c). 
For the completeness, we define a reduction of Cof to Zp(g-bounded <No) which 
simultaneously reduces w\Cof to Zp(g-bounded>No). 
Let Ufce) = (0” : n E w} U {O*lOk : n $ We,&}. Then ZJ&) is always a binary tree and it 
is easy to see that PZ-ce) = {OW} U (0” lOa : n +! W,}, so that f(e) E Zp(g-bounded < No) ti 
e E Coy}. 
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(ii) The upper bounds follows from the uniformity of the bounds in part (ii) of 
Theorem 17 as above. The same completeness argument used in part can be applied 
to prove the completeness results. 
(iii) Since Z,(r.b.dc) is Ci, Ip(r.b.<No) is Cy because 
e ~Zp(r.b.<No) H (3c)e E Zp(r.b. Gc). 
Then Zp(r.b.2No) is 0: since 
e E Zp(r.b. 2 NO) H e E Zp(r.b.) & e $! Zp(r.b. <No ). 
For the Ci completeness of Zp(r.b. <No), use the same reduction f given in part (i) 
above. 
For the 0: completeness of Zp(r.b. 2 NO), let A = B f’ C where B is a Cy set and C 
is a ZZi set and let f be the reduction given above applied to w - C, so that Ufca, is 
always a binary tree and such that Pf(0) is finite if and only if a 4 C. It follows from 
the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 15 that there is a recursive function g such that 
P s(u) is always a singleton and is r.b. if and only if a E B. Then the reduction of A to 
4(r.b. 2 NO) is given by Uh(a) = ZJfta) 8 Z&). 
(iv) The upper bounds on the complexity follow from (iv) of Theorem 17 just as 
the upper bounds on the complexity of part (iii) of the present theorem followed from 
part (iii) of Theorem 17. The same reduction applied in part (iii) above prove the 
completeness results. 
(v) e E Zp(bounded 2 No) H (Vc)e E Zp(bounded 3 c) and e E Zp(bounded < No ) H 
e E Zp(bounded) & e $ Zp(bounded 2 No). 
For the dual completeness, let A be a ZZ: set and let C be a Cp set so that 
e E A ti (b’m)(e, m) E C. We may assume that if e $! A, then (e, m) E C for only finitely 
many m. Let the reduction ,f’ be given by the proof of Theorem 17, so that Uj(r,,n) 
is always bounded and P~c~,~) has one element if (r,m) @ C and has two elements if 
(e,m) E C. Define the reduction h by Crhcr) = 8, UZcc,m,. Then Uhcp) is always bounded 
and card(Z%(,)) = n, card(Z’/(,,)), so that if e @ C, then Uhcc, is finite, and, if e E C, 
then Uhce) is uncountable. 
(vi) It follows from Theorem 17 that Zp(a.b.<No) is 2Yi and that Zp(a.b.3No) is 
Di since 
c~Zp(a.b.>,No) H (Zlk)[B(k,e) & (‘dc)C(c,k,e)] 
For the completeness of Zp(a.b. <No), use the reduction h from part (v) above. 
For the completeness of Zp(a.b. aNo), let A = B f’ C, where B is a ZZ: set and C 
is a Ct set. Let h be the reduction from part (v) above so that U,,(r) is always 
bounded and PA(~) is infinite if and only if e E B. Let f’ be the reduction from the 
proof of Theorem 11, so that PI(~) is a singleton for every a and such that a E C if 
and only if UZca) is almost bounded. Then a reduction j of A to Zp(a.b. 2 No) is given 
by ZJi(a) = UZ(u) @ uh(a). 
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(vii) It follows from the uniformity of Theorem 17 that Zp( >Nc) is Cl and Zp( <No) 
is ZZ{ . For the completeness, just let f be the reduction of Theorem 15 and let 
UhcaJ = Ufca, @ T, where T is a primitive recursive tree such that [T] is infinite. 0 
Remark. It follows from part (i) that {e : card(P, n (0, l}w) > No) is ZZ! complete and 
{e : card(P, n (0, 1)"') <No) is zi complete. 
Again we give only two cases for decidable classes. 
Theorem 20. (i) For any recursive function 922, (Zp(g-bounded dec. aNo), 
Zp(g-bounded< No)) is (ZZ!, Ci) complete. 
(ii) Zp(dec. 2 No) is ZZ; complete and Zp(dec. < No) is 0: complete. 
Proof. The upper bounds on the complexities of the classes in both parts easily follow 
from the uniformity of the proof of Theorem 18 as in the previous result. 
For the Ci completeness of @(g-bounded dec. 2 No), we define a reduction .f so that 
PfCe) is always 2-bounded and decidable and is finite if and only if W, is finite. Let Pfce) 
contain Ow and, for each m, contain O”‘10” if m = [k,s] where k E W,,,+l\ W,,,. This also 
gives the ZZi completeness of Zp(dec. > No) For the 0; completeness of Zp(dec. <No), 
let A = B n C where B is Ci and C is ZZ!. Using the reduction f, it follows that there 
is a reduction k of B such that Pk(r) is always 2-bounded and decidable and is finite if 
and only if e E B. Let h be the reduction from Theorem 18 so that h(e) E Zp(dec. = 1) if 
e E C and otherwise Ph(e) is not decidable. Then Pjcc, = P&e) @ Ph(e) defines a reduction 
of A to Zp(dec. <No). 0 
Theorem 21. Let 9 be any one of the seven types of ZZY classes, that is, (i) 
g-bounded, (ii) g-almost-bounded, (iii) recursively bounded, (iv) almost recursively 
bounded, (v) bounded, (vi) almost bounded, and (vii) unbounded. Then (Zp(%>No), 
Zp(.!3<No)) is (Cl, ZZ{) complete und Zp(.% = No) is Zli complete. Furthermore, 
(I~(93 dec. >No),Zp(.% dec. < No)) is (Et,ZZ{) complete and Zp(W dec.=No)) is ZZl 
complete. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 11 that in each case Zp(B) is a Ci set. Then Zp(W > No) 
is ct, since for any tree T,, P, is uncountable if and only if P, has a perfect subset, 
i.e. if and only if there exists an embedding f from (0, l}<, into T, which preserves 
the partial order +. It follows that Zp(B?<No) and Zp(.% = No) are both ZZ;. 
For the completeness of ZP(.%?> No), we define a reduction of Zp(nonempty) to 
Zp(binary >No) as follows. Define the binary tree Ufce, to consist of all strings 
O”O-r~Onl-~~. .-O”-‘--Z~__~O~, where (no,. . . , nk_l)EU, and for i<k, Zi=(l) or 
ri = (l,l). Then for any path x E [U,], U~C~, will contain uncountably many paths, 
so that if P, is nonempty, then Pfce, will be uncountable. If P, is empty, then every 
path in Pfce, will end in O’“, so that Ptce, will be countable. Note that f also reduces 
Zp(empty) to Zp(binaty < No). A reduction g of Zp(empty) to Zp(binary = No) is then 
given by Qte) = Ufce) @ T, where T is some primitive recursive binary tree with [T] 
countably infinite. 
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It is clear that these reductions work for each of the seven types of II: classes. 
We also note that the trees constructed have no dead ends. 0 
Remark. It follows that {e : card(P, n (0, 1)“‘) >No} is ,Ei complete and that {e: card 
(PC n (0, 1)‘“) 6 No} and {e : card(P, n (0, 1)‘“) 6 No} are both ZZt complete. 
Next we consider index sets for the cardinality of strong I7; classes. 
Theorem 22. (i) For any recursive g 22, (Zs(g-hounded empty), Is(g-bounded non- 
empty)) is (ci,ZZ!j) complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g 22, (Zs(ga. b. nonempty),Zs(g-a.b. empty)) is (Ci, Z7;) 
complete. 
(iii) Zs(r.b. nonempty) is Cl: complete and Zs(r.b. empty) is Cp complete. 
(iv) Zs(a.r.b. nonempty) is Cf complete and Zs(a.r.b. empty) is 0: complete. 
(v) Is(bounded nonempty) is Zli complete and Is(bounded empty) is Ci complete. 
(vi) Zs(a.b. nonempty) and Zs(a.b. empty) are both 1: complete. 
(vii) (Zs(nonempty),Zs(empty)) is (Ct, Zlt ) complete. 
(viii) For any g>2 which is recursive in 0’, (Is(g-bounded empty),Is(g-bounded 
nonempty)) is (Ci, ZI;) complete. 
(ix) Zs(highly bounded nonempty) is ,Xi complete and Is(highly bounded empty) 
is Ci complete. 
Proof. (i) Observe that if Bz(a,k,e), then for ICJ 3k, the relation “0 E Ext(&)” has 
a Z7; characterization, that is, 
Then Pz.~ is nonempty if and only if 8 E Ext( U2,r). Thus, Z,s(g-bounded nonempty) is 
ZZ: complete and (Zs(g-bounded empty) is Ci complete. 
For the completeness, we define a reduction f such that P2,,Ce) is always a class of 
sets and such that e E Znf if and only if PI.,,(~) is nonempty. Simply let 0” E U,, fCej if 
and only if there exist a0 < . . <a,_ 1 each in W,. 
(ii) If U:,, is almost bounded by g= $J~, then Pz,, is nonempty if and only if 
(3k)(3o)[&(a,k,e) & Ia.1 3k & r~ E Ext(&J]. Thus Zs(ga.b. nonempty) is Ci com- 
plete. A similar argument will show that Zs(ga.b. empty) is ZIY complete. 
For the completeness, we define a reduction f such that U2,,fce, is always g-a. b. 
and such that e E Cof if and only if P 2,fcej is nonempty. Simply let n-0” E UZ, fcrj if 
andonlyifn,n+l,...,n+k-1 areallin W,. 
(iii) This follows exactly as in the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 15. 
(iv) The proof for the nonempty classes is exactly like the proof of part (iv) of 
Theorem 15. For the empty classes, note that Zs(a.r.b.) is Cy and hence 
e E Zs(a.r.b. empty) H e E Zs(a.r.b.) & (Va)[(a E Tot & e E Zs(&a.b.)) 
-+ e E Zs(4a-a.b. empty)]. 
Thus Zs(a.r.b. empty) is 0:. 
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For the 0: completeness of &(a.r.b. empty), let A = B n C where B is a Cy set and 
C is ZZ! set. It follows from the proof of part (ii) above, that there is recursive function 
h such that &h(e) is always a.r.b. and that &h(e) is empty iff e E C. It follows from 
the proof of part (iv) of Theorem 11 that there is a recursive function g such that 
e E B iff U&) is a.r.b. Then let T be the recursive tree which consists of 0” for all 
n 20. Clearly there is a recursive function k such that Uz,kce) = T @ Uyce). Then Pz,kce) 
is always nonempty and is a.r.b. iff e E B. It follows that U2,k(e) @ U~_J(~) is a.r.b. empty 
iff e E B I- C and hence Zs(a.r.b. empty) is 0: complete. 
(v) This follows exactly as in the proof of part (v) of Theorem 15 once we observe 
that the relation (r E Ex~(U~,~) is again @ if Bz(k, e). 
(vi) This part and the next also follow as in the proof of Theorem 15. 
(vii) The upper bounds on the complexity follow from Theorem 14 and the proof 
of part (i) above. Completeness follows from part (i). 
(viii) This is a relativization of part (iii) of Theorem 15. 0 
6. Index sets for recursive cardinality 
The recursive cardinality of a class P is the cardinality of the set of recursive 
members of P. Also, we say that P is recursively nonempty if it has a recursive 
member and recursively empty otherwise. In this section, we classify the various index 
sets of classes with a given recursive cardinality condition. Our first result extends the 
theorem of Gasarch and Martin [ 1 l] that Zp(r.b. rec. nonempty) is ,Xi complete. 
Theorem 23. (i) For any recursive g >2, (Ip(g-bounded rec. nonempty), Ip(g-bounded 
rec. empty)) is (Ci, II!) co mplete, and Ip(g-bounded nonempty, rec. empty) is II! 
complete. 
(ii) For any recursive g 32, Ip(g-a.6. rec. nonempty) is Cl: complete, and Ip(g-a.b. 
rec. empty) and Ip(g-a.b. nonempty, rec. empty) are II! complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b. rec. nonempty) is Zi complete, and Zp(r.b. rec. empty) and Zp(r.b. non- 
empty, rec. empty) are D$ complete. 
(iv) Zp(a.r.b. rec. nonempty) is Cy complete, and Zp(a.r.b. rec. empty) and Zp(a.r.b. 
nonempty, rec. empty) are both 0: complete. 
(v) Zp(bounded rec. nonempty) is 0: complete, and Zp(bounded rec. empty) and 
Ip(bounded nonempty, rec. empty) are II! complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. rec. nonempty), Zp(a.b. rec. empty) and Zp(a.b. nonempty, rec. empty) 
are Ci complete. 
(vii) Zp(rec. nonempty) is C! complete, Zp(rec. empty) is IIt complete, and Zf(non- 
empty, rec. empty) is Zt complete. 
Proof. (i) Zp(g-bounded rec. nonempty) is a Cf set, since G(g-bounded) is ZZy 
by Theorem 11 and since Pe has a recursive member if and only if (3a)[a E Tot & 
(vn)(& In E &)I. S‘ mce Zp(g-bounded nonempty) is Z7: complete by Theorem 15), 
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it follows that Zp(g-bounded rec. empty) and Ip(g-bounded nonempty, rec. empty) are 
Iii sets. 
For the completeness of the first two sets, we define a reduction of Extz to Ip 
(g-bounded rec. nonempty), by letting Pfca) equal 
{x E (0, 1)" : cja + x} = {x : (V~)(V~)(~i)[~,.,~(m) = i --+ x(m) = i]}. 
For the other completeness, let Q be a nonempty, binary fly class with no recursive 
members (by Theorem 1) and let PhtoJ ==&,j @? Q. 
(ii) The upper bound on the complexity of the three sets follows from part (ii) 
of Theorems 11 and 15 as above. For the completeness, use the same reductions as 
above. 
(iii) The upper bound on the complexity of the three sets follows from parts (iii) 
of Theorems 11 and 15 as above. 
For the completeness of Zp(r.b. rec. nonempty), use the same reduction as above. 
For the completeness of the other two sets, let A = B n C, where B is n$’ and C is 
Ct. It follows from our proof of part (i) that there exists a recursive function k be 
such that Pfc,, is always r.b. nonempty and it has a recursive member if and only if 
a $! B. It follows from our proof of part (iii) of Theorem 11 that there is a recursive 
function g such that <Y(a) is r.b. if and only if a E C. Then a reduction h of A to 
lp(r.b. rec. empty) may be given by Pj+) = Pfca, c3 (&a) U (0”)). 
(iv) The upper bounds on the complexity follow from parts (iv) of Theorems 11 and 
15 as in the previous case. The completeness results follow from the same reductions 
used in case (ii) above. 
(v) The upper bound on the complexity of the three sets follows from part (v) of 
Theorems 11 and 15 as above. The completeness of the last two sets follows from the 
reduction of Extz given above in (i). For the 0: completeness of Zp(bounded rec. non- 
empty), let A = B fl C where B is lip and C is Cy. Let k be the reduction given above 
for g-bounded classes so that P&a, is always bounded and has a recursive member if 
and only if a E C. It follows from our proof of part (v) of Theorem 15 that there is a 
recursive function g such that Pq(oj always has a recursive member and is bounded if 
and only if a f B. Then the reduction for A is given by Phcat = Pftaj @ Pycaj. 
(vi) The upper bound on the complexity of the three sets follows from part (vi) of 
Theorems 11 and 15 as above. Let S be a Ci set. The completeness of the first set 
is given by the reduction 4 from part (vi) of Theorem 15 which ensures that Pfca) 
always has a recursive member (Ow) and is a.b. if and only if a ES. Now let Q be a 
nonempty binary I77 class with no recursive member. Then the reduction for the other 
two sets is given by Pfca) = Pdca, @Q. 
(vii) The upper bound on the complexity of the three sets follows from the fact 
that the existence of recursive element is a Ct predicate as above. The fact that ZP 
(nonempty rec. empty) is Cl follows from part (vii) of Theorem 15. 
For the completeness of the first two sets, use the reduction given above for 
g-bounded classes. For the completeness of the third set, let A be a C: set and let 
f be the reduction given in part (vii) of Theorem 15 so that Pf(o) is nonempty if and 
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only if a E A. Let Q be a nonempty binary class with no recursive member and let 
P/I(n) = Pr(a, 8 e. 0 
Theorem 24. Let c be a positive integer and g be a recursive function such that g > 2. 
(i) (Ip(g-bounded rec. >c), Ip(g-bounded rec. 6 c)) is (Ci, ZYlt) complete and Ip(g- 
bounded rec. = c) is Di complete. 
(ii) (Zp(g-a.6. rec. >c),lF(g-a.b. rec. <c)) is (Zi,@) complete and Z&g-a.b. 
rec. =c) is 0; complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b. rec. > c) is Ci complete, and Zp(r.b. rec. <c) and Zp(r.b. rec. = c) are 0: 
complete. 
(iv) Zp(a.r.b. rec.>c) is Ci complete, and Zp(a.r.b. rec.dc) and Zf(a.r.b. rec. =c) 
are 0: complete. 
(v) Ip(bounded rec. <c) is 17: complete, and Zp(bounded rec. > c) and Zp(bounded 
rec. = c) are 0; complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. rec. > c), Zp(a.b. rec. <c), and Zp(a.b. rec. = c) are Ct complete. 
(vii) (Zp(rec. > c),ZP(rec. <c) is (C$, Z’Z!) complete and Zp(rec. = c) is Di complete. 
Proof. Observe that P, has > c recursive members if and only if there exist ao, . . . , a, E 
Tot such that 
Thus, the statement that P, has >c recursive members is Cy, the statement hat P, 
has dc recursive members is ZZ!j’ and the statement that P, has exactly c recursive 
members is 0:. The upper bounds on the complexity and all the classes mentioned 
in this theorem easily foilow from this observation and the corresponding complexity 
bounds given in Theorem 11. 
Next let f be the reduction given in part (i) of Theorem 23 such that a E EXT;, iff 
Pt+, has a recursive member and Ufc=, is always a binary tree. Let ub be a recursive 
binary tree such that Pb consists of exactly c + 1 recursive members. Then if h is 
the recursive function such that P Q) = Ptca, @Pb, then h can be used to prove the Ci 
completeness of all classes in the theorem with the property that it has >c recursive 
members. Thus, with regard to the property of having > c recursive members, we need 
only to prove the 0: completeness of Ip (bounded rec. > c) and the zi completeness of 
Zp(a.b. rec. = c). These results can be proved using f and the reductions from Theorem 
11. That is, suppose that A = Bn C where B is a Ci set and C is L’t set. It follows 
from the fact that Extz is Zi complete that there is a recursive function h’ such that 
P,,‘(e) is a binary class which has at least c + 1 recursive members if e E B and which 
has no recursive members if e $! B. It follows from our proof of part (v) of Theorem 
11 that there is a recursive function k such that Pkcr) is bounded if e E C and PkceJ is 
unbounded if e $ C. Now let R be a binary class with no recursive members but which 
has infinitely many members. Then Pt+) @R has no recursive members and is bounded 
iff e E C. Then let Y be the recursive function such that P,.ceJ = Phtte) @ (PQ,,) @R). Then 
P r(e) is bounded with > c recursive members iff e f B n C so that Zp(bounded rec. > c) 
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is 0: complete. For the zi completeness of Zp(a.b. rec.>c), let S be a Cj set. Let 
(p be the reduction of part (vi) of Theorem 11 so that P@(e) is a.b. iff e E S. Then 
the recursive function q such that Pqcr) = T @ Pgce) where T is binary class with c + 1 
recursive members shows that Zp(a.b. rec. > c) is Cj complete. 
The reduction f above also shows the Z7: completeness of all the classes in the 
theorem with the property that there are <c recursive members. Once again one can 
easily combine the reductions used in the corresponding parts of Theorem 11 to prove 
either the 0: or Ci completeness of the remaining index sets with the property that 
there are <c recursive members. 
To prove the completeness results for the index sets with the property that there 
are exactly c recursive members, we begin with a construction for unbounded classes 
using the 1: completeness of Rec. For any r.e. set W,, recall the modulus function 
pla(i) = (least s)[W, n (0, 1,. . . , i} = W,,, n (0, 1,. . . , i}]. 
It is easy to see that W, is recursive if and only if pa is recursive. We shall define a 
tree ZJZ(a) so that P’ca) = {pLI} and hence 
a E Zp(rec. = 1) H a E Rec. 
The tree UZcO) is defined so that a string g of length n is in Ufca) if and only if 
(a) (Vi <n)(i E W,,, H i E &,0(i)) and 
(b) 00 >O -, 0 E K,O(~)\K,ri(~)-~r and 
(cl VO<m<n)[@)>dm - 1) --t mE K,o(m)\W,.,(m)-l)l. 
Let A = B n C, where B is Ci and C is A$. It follows from the completeness of 
Ret and the above construction that there is a recursive function f such that E’Zca) is 
a singleton for each a and has a (unique) recursive member if and only if a E B. Let 
h’ be the reduction given above so that Phf(Q) has no recursive members if a E C and 
has at least c+ 1 recursive members if a 6 C. Let S be a class with exactly c recursive 
members. Then the function II/ defined so that P tica) = S 6E (Pjca) @ Phf(a)) is clearly a 
reduction of B n C to Zp(rec. = c). Finally, let k be the primitive recursive function 
given in Theorem 8 so that for any e, PkCe) is a Z7, ’ class of sets such that there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between the recursive members of Pk(e) and the recursive 
members of P,. Then the composite function k($(u)) gives a reduction of B n C to 
Z&-bounded rec. = c). The reduction $ will prove the 0: completeness of each index 
set in the present theorem with the property that there are exactly c recursive members. 
The Ct completeness of Zp(a.b. rec. = c) can easily be proved using I,G in the same way 
as we proved Zp(a.b. rec. >c) is Ci complete. 0 
Theorem 25. Let 9 be any one of the seven notions of boundedness, us in Theo- 
rem 21. If&’ is not u.b., then (Zp(ti rec.<&), Z,(.&? rec.>Ne)) is (C$ II,“) complete. 
If .% is ab., then Zp(a.b. <No) is I$ complete and Zp(a.b. rec. 2 No) is 0: complete. 
Proof. Since Zp(.%? rec. <No) is equivalent to Z,(3) & 3c(Z~(3! rec. < c) and Zp(9 > No) 
is equivalent to Zp(%?) & Vc(Zp(.%? rec. > c), the upper bounds on the complexity follow 
immediately from Theorem 2 1. 
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For the completeness results, let A be a Z7: set, so that for some Ci relation R, 
a EA w (Vi)R(i,a). As usual, R may be defined so that if a $! A, then R(i,u) for only 
finitely many values of i. By the proof of part (i) of Theorem 23, there is a recursive 
function f so that for each a and i, R(i,a) if and only if Z’ZC~,~) has a recursive member 
and Pf(i.a) is a binary class. Now let cI$(,) = (0” : n 2 0) u {Oi 1-o : CY E UY(~,~,}. Then it 
is clear that a E A if and only if Pbca, has infinitely many recursive members and PQ+, 
is always a binary class. This shows that Zp(.@? rec.<Nc) is Ct complete for all 9? and 
that Zp(9 rec. > No) is Z7: complete for all W except almost bounded. 
To show that Zp(a.b. rec. >Na) is 0: complete, let S ==A ns where A is Zi’i set 
and B is 2: set. It follows from our proof of part (vi) of Theorem 15 that there is a 
recursive function tj such that PtiCaj is always empty and P$(0) is a.b. iff a E B. Then let 
Ud(u) = U&c0, @ (T 69 Utica,) where C$ is the function defined above and T = (0” : n > 0). 
Then it is easy to see that 6(u) ~Zp(a.b. rec. >Na) iff a f S. Cl 
Next we consider the problem of whether a ZZY class has a member recursive in 0’, 
or equivalently whether it has an element in A,. ’ We omit the four cases of almost 
recursively bounded classes, since by Theorem 1, an a.r.b. ZZY class has a member 
recursive in 0’ if and only if it is nonempty. 
Theorem 26. (i) (Zp(At nonempty),Zp(At empty)) is (Ci, II,“) complete and Zp(non- 
empty, A! empty) is Cl complete. 
(ii) Zp(bounded Ai nonempty) is Cfl complete, Zp(bounded Ai empty) and Zp(bou- 
nded nonempty, Ai empty) ure Zlt complete. 
(iii) Zp(a.b. Ai nonempty) is zi complete and Zp(a.b. Ai empty) and Zp(a.b. non- 
empty, Ai empty) are both 0: complete. 
Proof. (i) The set Tot(0’) of indices of total functions recursive in 0’ is a ZZi complete 
set and 
e l lp(Ai nonempty) H (&)[a E Tot(0’) & (Vn)(~~rn E U,)]. 
It follows that Zp(Ai nonempty) is Ci, that Zp(Az empty) is ZZ:, and that (by 
Theorem 15), Zp(nonempty, Ai empty) is Ci. 
For the completeness of the first two sets, let S be an arbitrary Ci set and suppose 
that a E S M (EIm)(Vn)(3i)(Vj)R(u, i, j, m, n), for some recursive relation R. Define the 
reduction f so that 
(m, io, ii,. . .I E f’~-(~) * WWji’>R(a, i,,j,m, n). 
It is clear that if a 4 A, then P’(,J is empty and therefore has no member recursive 
in 0’. On the other hand, if a E A, then we may choose m so that (‘dn)(?li)(Vj)R(u, i
j, m, n) and define an infinite path (m, io, il,. .) E Pfca, which recursive in 0’ by letting 
i, be the least i such that (Vj)R(u,i, j,m,n). 
For the C; completeness of Zp(nonempty, A! empty), let A be a complete ,X[ set 
and let f be the reduction given in part (vii) of Theorem 22 so that Pfca) is nonempty 
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iff a E A. Then let g be the recursive function such that P&J = Z’fcn) @Q, where Q is 
a ZZY class with no members recursive in 0’. 
(ii) The upper bounds on the complexity of the three sets follow from Theorem 15 
and our remarks in part (i). For the completeness of the first two sets, let h be 
the function given in Corollary 9. Then we have e E Zp(Ai nonempty) if and only if 
h(e) E Zp(bounded Ai nonempty) and e E Zp(Ai empty) if and only if h(e) E Zp(bounded 
Ai empty). 
For the ZZi completeness of the third set, let Q be a nonempty bounded ZZY class Q 
with no Ai members and let Pkce) = Q $Z’h(,+ 
(iii) The upper bounds on the complexity of the three sets follow from Theorem 15 
and our remarks in part (i). 
For the Ct completeness of the first set, use the same reduction as for the bounded 
case above. For the 0: completeness of the second two sets, let A = B n C where B is 
ZZ: and C is Ci. It follows from our proof of part (ii) that there is a recursive function 
k’ such that Pkf(a) is always bounded and nonempty and has a A; member if and only 
if a E C. Let $ be the reduction given in part (iv) of Theorem 15 so that P,,t=l always 
empty and is a. b. if and only if a E B. Then let Y be a recursive function such that 
KC,) = T @ q/(a) where T = (0” : n 20). Then if q is a recursive function such that 
PqcO, = Z+(a) 43 Z’,(,,, q(a) E Zp(bounded nonempty, Ai empty) iff a E A. 0 
Next we consider the recursive cardinality of strong Z7; classes. 
Theorem 27. (i) For any recursive g>2,(Zs(g-bounded rec. nonempty),Zs(g bounded 
rec. empty)) is (E~,ZZ~) complete and Zs(g-bounded nonempty, rec. empty) is Z7,O 
complete. 
(ii) For uny recursive g 32, (Zs(g-a.b. rec. nonempty),Zs(g-a.b. rec. empty)) is 
(Ci, ZZY) complete and Zs(g-a.b. nonempty, rec. empty) is 0: complete. 
(iii) Zs(r.b. rec. nonempty) is Cy complete, and Zs(r.b. rec. empty) and Zs(r.b. non- 
empty, rec. empty) are 0: complete. 
(iv) Zs(a.r.b. rec. nonempty) is Ci complete, und Zs(a.r.b. rec. empty) and Zs(a.r.b. 
nonempty, rec. empty) are both 0: complete. 
(v) Zs(bounded rec. nonempty) is 0; complete and Is(bounded rec. empty) and Is 
(bounded nonempty, rec. empty) are I7: complete. 
(vi) Zs(a.b. rec. nonempty), Zs(a.b. rec. empty) and Zs(a.b. nonempty, rec. empty) 
ure all Ci complete. 
(vii) (Zs(rec. nonempty),Zs(rec. empty)) is (,Xi, ZZY) complete and Zs(nonempty, 
rec. empty) is Ci complete. 
(viii) For any 932 which is recursive in 0’, (Is(g-bounded rec. nonempty),Zs(g- 
bounded rec. empty)) is (Ci, ZZfj) complete and Zs(g-bounded nonempty, 
rec.empty) is ZZ! complete. 
(ix) Zs(h.b. rec. nonempty), Zs(h.b. rec. empty) nnd Zs(h.b. nonempty, rec. empty) 
are all C,O complete. 
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Proof. Observe that the statement hat P2.e has a recursive element is 
which is Ct. The upper bound on the complexity of all index sets in the theorem 
follows immediately from this fact and Theorem 22. 
The completeness results for all index sets except for the 0: completeness of 
Is(g-a.b. nonempty, rec. empty) in part (ii) and the completeness results for part (ix) 
follow from the proofs of the corresponding completeness results in Theorem 23. 
For the 0: completeness of Zs(g-a.b. nonempty, rec. empty), let A = B n C where B 
is a .Zi set and C is a Zig set. Let q5 be a recursive reduction of B to Cof. It follows 
from our proof of part (i) of Theorem 23 that there is a recursive function k such that 
Pk(=) is always a nonempty binary class and has a recursive member if and only if 
e E C. Then define Qte) to contain n-0 if and only n,n + 1,. . .,n + 101 - 1 are all 
in I&,), and o E Ukt+ It is clear that UZ,J~) is always g-a.b. for any g. If e E B n C, 
then W&e, is cofinite and PZ,QJ has a recursive member x. Then if IV&,) includes 
{n,n + 1,. . .}, P~,J(~) has the recursive member 12-x. If e 6 B, then P2,fte) is clearly 
empty and if e $ C, then P~,J(~) is nonempty but has no recursive member. 
For the completeness results in part (ix), let A be a Ci set. From part (viii) of 
Theorem 14, there is a recursive reduction f such that P2,fce) is h. b. if and only 
if e EA. Let P = {Ow} and let Q be a nonempty binary Zi’y class with no recursive 
member. Then Pz,+,) = P~,J(~) UP is a reduction of A to I,(h.b. rec. nonempty), and 
Pz,jce) = P2,hce) @ Q is a reduction of A to both Is(h.b. rec. empty) and Is(h.b. nonempty, 
rec. empty). 0 
Theorem 28. (i) Let 9 be any of the notions of boundedness from Theorem 21 ex- 
cept for almost bounded, unbounded, and highly bounded. Then (Is(W Ai nonempty), 
Zs(B Ai empty)) is (C$ II:) complete and Zs(%? nonempty, Ai empty) is IIf complete. 
(ii) Let W be almost bounded or highly bounded Then Is(3 Ai nonempty) is Ci 
complete, and Zs(B Ai empty) and I,,(9 nonempty, Ai empty) are 0: complete. 
(iii) (lp(A!j nonempty),Ip(Ai rec. empty)) is (Ct, ITS) complete and Zp(nonempty, 
Ai empty) is Zt complete. 
Proof, The upper bounds on the complexity follow as in the proof of Theorem 26. The 
completeness in parts (i) and (ii) follow from Theorems 26 and 8. The completeness 
in part (ii) follows as in the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 26. q 
7. Index sets for topology and measwe 
In this section, we consider properties such as being perfect, being meager, and 
having positive measure or measure > r. 
Recall that a closed set C is perfect if every element of C is a limit point of C, 
that is, if D(C) = C. In particular, wW, (0, 1, . . . , /c}~ (for any k) and 0 are all perfect; 
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some authors exclude the empty set. We can use the method of Theorem 21 to classify 
index sets of perfect classes. 
Theorem 29. (i) For any recursive function g>2, Ip(g-bounded perfect) and Ip(g- 
bounded nonempty perfect) are II! complete. 
(ii) For any recursive function g 22, I&-a.b. perjkct) and Ip(g-a.b. nonempty 
perfect) are II! complete. 
(iii) Zp(r.b. perfect) and Zp(r.b. nonempty perfect) are 0,” complete. 
(iv) Zp(a.r.b. perfect) and Zp(a.r.b. nonempty perfect) are both 0: complete. 
(v) Zp(bounded perfect) and Zp(bounded nonempty perfect) are IZ: complete. 
(vi) Zp(a.b. perfect) and Zp(a.b. nonempty perfect) are 0: complete. 
(vii) Zp(perfect) and Zp(nonempty perfect) are Cl complete. 
Proof. We first observe that e E Zp(bounded perfect) if and only if d( U,) = U,. Thus, 
we have e E Ip(bounded perfect) if and only if 
(VU)[U E Ext(U,)-+ (3r)@i,j)(a 4 z 8~ 7-i E Ext(U,) 8~ 7-j E Ext(LL))l. 
(i) i&-bounded perfect) is Z7!, since the relation “cr E Ext( U,)” has a ZZY expression 
for a g-bounded tree U,. It follows from Theorem 15 that Z&-bounded nonempty 
perfect) is also ZZY. 
For the completeness of both index sets, modify the proof of part (i) of Theo- 
rem 19 by letting Uhcr) contain (0” : n E CO} together with all strings 0” l-al . . . ck where 
n 4 WJ and each ai is either (010) or (01 I ). It is then easy to see that Uhcej is perfect 
iff e 6 Cof. 
(ii) I&-a.b. perfect) is ZE?, since for g= &, e l Zp(g-a.b. perfect) if and only if 
e E I&-a.b.) and 
(V~k)(Vu)[(B(a,k,~(e)) 6~ 1~1 Zk & 0 E Ext(I.4)) 
+(3z)(3i,j)(a + 7 & t-i E Ext(U,) & z-j E Ext(U,))]. 
It follows from Theorem 15 that I&-a.b. nonempty perfect) is also ZZ:. For the 
completeness results, use the same reduction as in (i). 
(iii) Note the proof of part (i) above is uniform. Thus, Zp(r.b. not perfect) is Ci, 
since U, is r. b. and is not perfect if and only if @a)[e EZP(~,-bounded) & e @ZP(+a- 
bounded perfect)]. It follows that Zp(r.b. perfect) is 0: and similarly that Zp(r.b. 
nonempty perfect) is 0:. 
For the completeness of each set, let A = B II C be a 0; set where B is Ei and C 
is ZZY. It follows from the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 15 that there is a recursive 
function g’ such that &cej is always a singleton and is r. b. if and only if e E B. It 
follows from our proof of part (i) above that there is a recursive function h’ such 
that Uhlce) is always r.b. and e E C if and only if Z+(e) is nonempty perfect. Then the 
reduction of A to Zp(r.b. perfect) is given by U#ce) = qqtce) @ Uh’(e) and also works for 
Zp(r.b. nonempty perfect). 
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(iv) The upper bounds on the complexity follow from our remarks in part (iii) above 
and the complexity results in part (iv) of Theorems 11 and 15. For the completeness 
results, use the proof in part (iii). 
(v) Since the relation “G E Ext( U,)1’ has a ZZ; form for bounded trees, the sets are 
seen to be Z7: as in part (i) above. 
For the completeness results, let A be an arbitrary ZZ: set and let R be a recursive 
relation such that for all a, 
a E A H (Vm)(3n)(Vj)(3k)R(a, m, n,j, k). 
We assume as usual that R(a, m,n,j, k) + R(a,m,n + l,j, k). The reduction of A to 
Zp(bounded nonempty perfect) is defined as follows. First, for each m, n, and a, let 
~fc%n,a) consist of all strings (b+ 1,kt + l,..., kl + l), where for each j <t, kj is the 
least k such that R(a, m, n,j, k). Then let Ufta) contain all strings of the form 0” together 
with all strings of the form Ona *cr,^O * a;-0 * . . . *a,, where for each m d r, cr,,, E Uf(m,n,,,,aJ 
and n,+l = hl. Each U~.C~,~,=) is bounded, so that UftaJ is always bounded. Ow E Ufca,, 
so that Z’fcQ, is always nonempty. Elements of Pftn), other than O”, have one of two 
forms: 
(a) On0 * cr;O * o,O * . . .$-O *x, where for each m < t, (3, E Uf(m,n,,,a) and n,,,+t = 10~1 
and x EZ?(m+r,n,,+,,a). 
(b) O”“*oo^O*rr~O*..., where for each m, (T, E Uf(m,n,,,,a) nd n,+l = (c~,,,m(. 
Suppose that a E A. Then for infinitely many n, there exists x,, E Z’fcs,n,o, and we have 
0” *x,, E Pfca). Thus 0” is not isolated. Similarly, any string cr = O”o * o;O * 010 * . . . * 
or E Ext( U/-c,)), will have infinitely many extensions Oflo * o;O * ai-0 * . . . * aTO * x, 
in pf(,). 
On the other hand, suppose that a $! A and let M be the least m such that -(3n)(‘v”) 
(3k)R(u, m, n,j, k). Then there will be an isolated path 0”” * cr;O* 070 * . . . * ~~-2-0 *X 
in Q(+ where x E Pf(M-l,l~~,-21,a). 
Thus, we have a E A H f(u) E Zp(bounded nonempty perfect). The same reduction 
applies for Zp(bounded perfect). 
(vi) Note that by Theorem 11, Zp(a.b.) is 2: and by Theorem 15, Zp(a.b. nonempty) 
is also Cz. Thus, Zp(a.b. perfect) is 0: since we have e E Zp(a.b. perfect) if and only 
if e l Zp(a.b.) & (Vk)(V’a)[(B(k,e) & 1~1 Bk & CJ E Ext(U,))-+ (37)(3i,j)(o < z & 
r-i EExz(U,) & T-~E Ext(U,))]. Similarly, Zp(a.b. nonempty perfect) is also 0:. 
For the completeness, let S = An C, where A is ZZ: and C is Ci. Let f be the 
reduction from part (v) above so that U’+) is always bounded and PfcO, is (nonempty) 
perfect if and only if a E A. It follows from our proof of part (vi) of Theorem 15 
that there is a recursive function g such that P’&,) = {Ow} and such that U,(,, is almost 
bounded if and only if a EC. Then the reduction of S to Zp(a.b. perfect) is given by 
&(a) = Uf(a, 8 qj(a). The same reduction works for Zp(a.b. perfect). 
(vii) First define the ZZI relation ZsoZ(x,e) which says that x is isolated in P, by 
ZsoZ(x,e)tiXxEP, & (3n)(Vy)[(x[n=~m & x # v)+y$PJ. 
Next recall from Theorem 1 that every isolated point in P, must be hyperarithmetic. 
Thus, Zp(perfect) is seen to be C!, since e EZp(perfect) if and only if (VHYPx)~ZsoZ(x, e). 
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It follows that Zp(nonempty perfect) is also E 1. For the completeness of Zp(nonempty 
perfect), let f be the reduction given in Theorem 15 so that, for an arbitrary Cl set A, 
Pfca) is nonempty if and only if a E A, and let Qta) = qfcO, @ (0, 1) <w. Then Q(1) is 
nonempty perfect if a EA and is empty otherwise. For the completeness of Zp(perfect), 
let g be as above and let UQ)={O~ *(cr(O)+ l,...,o(k - l)+ l):n~w & at? qq(aj}. 
Thus Ph(,)={O”‘}U{On *(x(O)+ 1,x(l)+ l,...):n~o & XEP,~,)}. For UEA, Phta) 
is clearly a perfect set, and for a 4 A, Phfu) = (0”). 0 
Next we consider the notions of category. We begin with a few definitions. A set 
K c d” is said to be delzse in another set M if M c Cl(K). For a closed set K, K is 
dense in M if and only if M c K. K is said to be nowhere dense in w” if there is no 
string CJ such that K is dense in the interval Z(G). Similarly, K c (0, 1)” is nowhere 
dense if there is no d E (0, I} <I” such that K is dense in I( a) t’l (0, I}“. Thus, a closed 
set K is nowhere dense if and only if it includes no interval. Note that a nonempty open 
set can never be nowhere dense. A set is said to be meager or of the first category 
if it is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. A meager set includes no interval, 
by the Baire Category Theorem, and thus a closed meager set is itself nowhere dense. 
Thus, a closed set K is meager if and only if it includes no interval. A set is said to 
be nonmeager or oj the second category if it is not meager. Thus, a closed set K is of 
the second category if and only if it includes an interval. Note that a nonempty open 
set always contains an interval and thus is aIways nonmeager. Finally, a set is said to 
be comeuger if it is the complement of a meager set. It follows that a closed set K is 
comeager if and only if K = CD” (or (0, l}“‘). 
Theorem 30. (i) For all IT E Q<“, {e:Z(a) cP’} is ZIly complete and for aN CT E 
(0, l}<“, {e:Z(fl)f? {O,l}“cP,fl{O, 1)“) is ZZY complete. 
(ii) Zp(meager) and I p meager in{ 0, I }“) fzye l7: complete. ( 
Proof. (i) We have Z(o) c P, H (VT)(CJ 4 T + z E U, ), so that {e : /(CT) c P’} is L!:. The 
binary version is similar. 
For the completeness, let A be a n(: set and let R be a recursive relation so that 
a~Au(V’n)R(n,a).ThenareductionofAto{e:Z(a)~P,}isgivenbyUf.(,)={z:~~ 
5 & (Vn < Irl)R(n,a)}. Again the binary version is similar. 
(ii) P, is nonmeager if and only if Z(o) c P, for some (T. This shows that 
Zp(nonmeager) is Ci and Zp(meager) is 17,. ’ For the completeness, let A be a Ci set 
and let R be a recursive relation so that a E A ++ (+n)(Vn)R(m, n,a). Then a reduction 
of A to Zp(nonmeager) is given by Ufca) = (8) U {m-r : (Vn < Isl)R(m,n,a)}. 
For the binary version, let L&j be (0” : m E LO} U {(O”)-1-z : z E {O,l}cf’ & (V,n < 
lTllR(m,n,a)t. •I 
Note that this theorem immediately implies that the complementary index sets 
are complete in the dual class. For example, (e : P, # ow} is E(: complete and 
Zp(non-meager) is Ci complete. Also note that Zp(co-meager) = (e : ww = P,} and is Zi’y 
complete. 
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Next we consider the measure of a ZZY class. We will restrict the discussion to binary 
classes and unbounded classes. For P c (0, l}“, we use the standard measure given by 
n(Z(c~)) =2-161. Thus for K = [T], if we let K,, = U {Z(o): (T E T & 1~1.1 =n}, so that 
K = n, K,, then l(K) = lim, I(K,) is the limit of a nonincreasing sequence. Here we 
can calculate L(Kn) = k,/2”, where k,, is the number of strings o E T of length n. For an 
unbounded ZZY class K, we define a measure on w” by letting ,~(l(o)) = ni, ,6, 2-@-‘. 
In this case, we can let K, = U {Z(a) : (T E T fl (0, 1,. . ,n - 1}“} and again have p(P) 
as the decreasing limit of p(K,). In either case, the measure ,u(K) is a real number 
between 0 and 1. 
We need to briefly discuss recursive versions of rational and real numbers. The 
set 9 of rational numbers is countable and may clearly be viewed as a recursive set 
equipped with a recursive ordering and recursive operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. We will identify a real number r with its Dedekind cut 
L(r) = {q E 9 : q <r}. The real r is thus said to be recursive, (or Cy, and so on) if the 
set L(r) is recursive (or zy, and so on). It is easy to see that r is Cy if and only if r 
is the limit of an increasing recursive sequence qi of rationals and that Y is ZZY if and 
only if r is the limit of an decreasing recursive sequence qi of rationals. In either case, 
the sequence of rationals may be taken to be dyadic, that is fractions with denominator 
a power of 2. Thus, if we let r~ =CiEA 2-*-l, then rA is Cy (respectively, ZZY) if and 
only if A is Cy (resp. Zi’y). We observe that there is a recursive function f such that 
for each dyadic rational q, p(Pfcq)) = q, defined by Pf(,) = lJ {Z((n)) : q(n) = I}, where 
we identify q with its dyadic expansion q = C, q(i)2-‘-I. A similar function can be 
defined, to give a class P,(,) with binary measure q by Pmcq) = U (Z((O”1)) : q(n) = 1). 
It follows from the discussion above that the measure of a ZZY class K is always 
a Z77 real, since for any rational q, q<p(K) ti (Vn)(q<p(K,)). Thus, for a specific 
class K, {q:q<p(K)} is either recursive (if ,u(K) is rational) or is identical with 
{q:qGM)) (if p(K) is irrational) and therefore ZZY. However, this expression as 
a Zi’y set is not uniform. Thus, we note that q <p(K) H (3q’ > q)(q’ <p(K)). It follows 
that {q:q<p(K)} is uniformly ZZY and {q : q <p(K)} is uniformly Ci and that the 
complementary set {q : q > ,u(K)} is uniformly Cy and {q : q >p(K)} is uniformly ZZ;. 
Finally, for any irrational number r, we have 
r6.4K) * Wq)(qdr+q<j4K)) and r<g(K) @ Vq)(r<qGiU(K)). 
Let Zp(measure <r) = {e : p(Pe) <r} and similarly for measure <r, br, <r and = r. 
Let Zp(binary measure<r)={e:A(P,n{O, l}W)dr} an similarly for equality and the d 
other inequalities. 
Theorem 31. (i) For any Cy real r E (0, 11, (I p measure <r), Zp(measure ar)) is (Cy, ( 
Z7:) complete (so that Zp(measure 1) is ZZY complete) and, if r is not recursive, then 
Zp(measure 6 r) is Cy complete. 
(ii) For any ZIY real r < 1, (Z,(measure>r),Zp(measure<r)) is (Xi,ZI,“) complete 
and Zp(measure =r) is II! complete. Zf r is ZZY complete, then (Zp(measure<r), 
Zp(measure 2 r)) is (Ci, II:) complete. 
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(iii) For any Cy real r E (0, 11, (Zp(binary measuretr),Zp(binary measure>r)) is 
(c:, ZZ?> complete; if Y is Cy and not recursive, then Ip(binary measure <r) is ,Yp 
complete. 
(iv) For any Z7(: real r < 1, (Zp(binary measure > Y), Zp(binary measure GY)) is 
(C&Ili) complete and Zp(binary measure = r) is Zli complete. Zf r is I77 complete, 
then (Zp(binary measure < r), Zp(binary measure 2 Y)) is (Ii, @ > complete. 
Proof. (i) Let p,,,=U{Z(o):oEU,n{O,l,... ,n - 1)“). Then the function m(e,n) = 
p(P,..) is recursive. Now we have for any rational q: ~(Pe)~q~(~‘n)~(P,,,)3q. If 
r is Cy and not rational, then p(P,)>r ~+(Vrz)p(P,,~) >r. Thus in either case, Zp 
(measure 3 r) is ZZ, .’ Let A be a ZZy set with a recursive matrix R so that a E A H 
(b’n)R(n,a). For the completeness when r is Cy, we will construct a reduction f of A 
to Zp(measure>r) such that Pt(,) = w” when a E A and P~Q) = 0 if a $! A. The reduction 
J‘ is defined by Ufca, = ((7: (bk<la/)R(n,a)}. 
(ii) Let r be a ZZY real. Then we have 1_1(&) <r ti (Vq E J!)(q <p(e) + q < r) and 
similarly p(lq,)>r @(Vq E 9)(qbr + q<p(P,)). It follows that Zp(measuredr), 
Zp(measure = r), and Zp(measureBr) are ZZ:. Next we show the completeness of Z, 
(measure <r) and Zp(measure = r). Let B be a ZZp set so that Y = CiEB 2-j-l and let 
PB = {x :x(O) E B}, so that I = r. Since r # 1, we may assume that B is co-infinite, 
by the following argument. If we have j $ B but i E B for all i >j, then r has an alter- 
native representation by the set C obtained from B by adding j and deleting all i >j. 
Let A be a Z7: set and R a recursive relation so that a E A H (V’m)( 3n)R(m, n, a). Here 
we assume as usual that if a $ A, then (3n)R(m, n,a) for only finitely many 172. Now de- 
fine the reduction g by Z&j = {X :x(O) E B or (‘h~)~R(x(O),n,a)}. If a E A, then clearly 
P U(a) = PB so that p(f&)) = y. If a $4 A, then Qa) includes PB together with cofinitely 
many intervals Z((m)), so that z@‘~(~)) >r. 
For the completeness of Zp(measure>r) when r is Z7y complete, let A be 
a ZZ; set and S a .Ey relation such that a E A %(b’n)S(n,a). Let r = rg, where B 
is a ZZY set and define the ZZp, clopen set Z’S = U,EBZ((n)). Now using the com- 
pleteness of B, we have a recursive function f such that a E A H (Vm)f(a,m) @II. 
Define the uniformly ZZY, clopen set C(a) by C(a)=B\{.f(a,m):m~o}, so that 
for any a, we have a~ A*C(a)=B. Then define Pgca) = U {Z((n)):n E C(a)}. If 
a E A, then Z&f = lJ {Z{(n)) : n E B} so that ~(Qat) =r. On the other hand, if a $ A, 
then Qa) is a proper, clopen subset of U {Z((n)): n EB} and thus 
A&a,)<r. 
(iii) The proof for binary measure is the same as above. 
(iv) The proof for binary measure is essentially the same as above. The differ- 
ence is that the canonical set Ps with measure r = CiEB 2-l-’ is given by (0”) u 
UiEBZ(O’l). 0 
We note that in general, Zp(measure <r) is recursive in the jump of r, r’, SO that it 
cannot be ZZ!j complete unless Y has high degree. 
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8. Index sets for set-theoretic properties 
In this section, we look at properties related to the lattice of II: classes, such as 
including or intersecting a fixed class and being thin or maximal in the sense of [5]. 
In addition, we look at properties relating to r.e. sets, in particular whether the class P, 
is the class of separating sets of a pair of r. e. sets. For the most part, the discussion 
is restricted to binary IZy classes. 
We first consider the problem of index sets for classes of separating sets. For any 
two sets A and B, S(A, B) is the class of sets C such that A c C and Bn C = 0. 
The simplest classes of separating sets are S( I+$,@), the class of supersets of W,, and 
S(0, W,), the class of subsets of o\ W,. Note that the class S(A,B) of separating sets 
has the following property, which we shall refer to as being closed under between-ness 
that, for any sets X, Y,Z, if X c Y C Z and X,Z E P, then Y E P. 
For the sake of generality, we consider the empty class to be the class of separating 
sets of any two non-disjoint sets. We need the following two results of Cenzer and 
Remmel [7]. Here we say that a class S is closed under between-ness if whenever 
AES, CES and AcBcC, then BES. 
Lemma 32. (i) For any nonempty IT: class P, the following are equivalent. 
(a) P is the class of subsets of some set A. 
(b) P is the class of subsets of a II(: set A. 
(c) P is closed under subsets and under union. 
(ii) For any nonempty II: class P, the following are equivalent. 
(a) P is the class of supersets of some set A 
(b) P is the class of supersets of a Cy set A 
(c) P is closed under supersets and under intersection. 
(iii) For any IT: class P, the ,following are equivalent: 
(a) P is the class of separating sets of some pair A, B 
(b) P is the class of separating sets of some pair A,B of r.e. sets. 
(c) P is closed under union, intersection and between-ness. 
Lemma 33. Suppose that P = [T] where T is a tree with no dead ends. Then 
(i) P is closed under subsets tf and only if for every o c z, if z E T, then a E T. 
(ii) P is closed under supersets tf and only tf for every cr c z, if’ CT E T, then z E T. 
(iii) P is closed under union if and only if, for every a and z in T, o U T E T. 
(iv) P is closed under intersection tf and only if for every a and z in T, an z E T. 
Theorem 34. (i) Sub = {e: P, = S(O, Wb) for some b} is ITi complete. 
(ii) Sup = {e : P, = S( W,, 0) for some a} is ITi complete. 
(iii) Sep = {e : P, = S( W,, Wb) for some a, b} is a L’i complete set. 
(iv) SepnZ,(nonempty) is lI7: complete. 
(v) SepnZ,(rec. nonempty) is Ct complete. 
(vi) Sep nZp(nonempty, rec. empty) is ZZ,O complete. 
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Proof. (i) By Lemma 32, e E Sub if and only if P, is closed under subsets and un- 
der intersection. Thus, by Lemma 33, e E Sub if and only if P, is 2-bounded and 
(‘dn)(VcJE {O,l}“)(VrE {O,l}“)[[(acr & tEExt(T,))~aEExt(T,)] & [(@EEXl(T,) 
& zEExt(T,))~anzEExt(T,)]]. 
It follows that Sub is @ since cr E Ext( T,) is ny for binary trees. For the complete- 
ness, let A be a ni class and R a recursive relation so that a E A%(Vm) 
(3n)R(a,m,n). Define the n(: class Pfca, to contain .r if, for every m, either x(2m) = 
x(2m + 1)=0 or it is the case that x(2m)=x(2m + l)= 1 and TR(u,m,n) for all n. 
Then if a E A, then Pfca) = (0’“) and f(a) E Sub. If a @A, then choose m such that 
(‘dn)~R(a,m,n). Then {2m,2m + l} E Pfce), but (2m) 6 P,(+ so f’(e) +! Sub. 
(ii) For any sets B, C, C E S(0, B) H C n B = Q) H B c w\C. Thus, e E Sub M 
f(p) E Sup, where dvdn) = 1 - 44 > n an d similarly e E Sup e -f(e) E Sub. The result 
follows from (i). 
(iii) It follows easily from Lemmas 32 and 33 that Sep is a II: set. The completeness 
follows from the proof of (i). 
(iv) This set is no b 2 y part (iii) and Theorem 15, since Sepn&(nonempty) = Sep n 
Zp(2-bounded nonempty). The completeness follows from the proof of part (iii). 
(v) This set is IIf by (iii) and Theorem 23, since Sepn&(rec. nonempty) = Sepn 
I,(2-bounded rec. nonempty) = Sep,. For the completeness, we define a reduction of 
Ret to Sep,. This is done by uniformizing the proof of Shoenfield’s theorem in [25] 
that every nonrecursive r.e. Turing degree contains a recursively inseparable pair of 
r.e. sets. That is, define recursive functions f(e) and g(e) so that 
x E Wf(e, e @s)(x)1 E IKZ:.V+l\w,,, & 4(.x,&) = 0, 
x E Wq(e) ++ (3S)(X)l E K,,,l\K,, & 4(x,&) = 1. 
Then II’&) and IQ&, are a disjoint pair of r.e. sets with the following two properties: 
(a) I+& and 4~~) has the same Turing degree as IV,; (b) For any separating set D such 
that II+(,,) c D and Qe, n D = 8, we have W, recursive in D. It follows from (a) that 
if We is recursive, then the pair k”.(r, and yqce, has the recursive separating set Wfcej. 
It follows from (b) that if W, is not recursive, then there is no recursive separating set 
for lVf(+ Qy,. Finally, define the recursive function h by letting q&)(a) = 1 if and 
only if (Vii < ](T~)[(z’ E IQe,,lbl -+ o(i) = 1) & (i E IQce,,lrrl -+ o(i) = O)]. Then we have 
Phce) = S( W,cr,, Wqce,). It then follows from the discussion above that e E Ret e h(e) E 
Sep n Zp(rec. empty). 
(iv) This follows from the preceding proof, since Phcej is always a nonempty class 
of separating sets. 0 
We note that the class of separating sets of a pair of disjoint r.e. sets always con- 
tains an r.e. set and that the classes of the form S( W,, 8) and S(0, wb) always contain 
recursive sets. 
For applications of separating sets, one normally constructs r.e. sets W, and wb so 
that the set of solutions to a given problem corresponds to the class S( W,, Wb). Thus, we 
want to consider for a given property 9 of classes, such as the property of being finite, 
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SS(S!) = {[a, b] : S( W,, @) has property %!}. As usual, the property of having cardinal- 
ity = c will be abbreviated as “= c” and similarly for > c and 6 c. Of course, for any 
A and B, S(A, B) is either finite or has cardinality of the continuum. We note that there 
is a primitive recursive function $ such that S( W,, Wb) = P,&b) for each a and b. 
Theorem 35. (i) (XS(empty), SS(nonempty)) is (Cp, np) complete. 
(ii) For any positioe integer c, (SS( >c),SS( <c)) is (C,“, II:) complete, SS( = c+ 1) 
is 0: complete and SS( = 1) is II; complete. 
(iii) (SS(finite), SS(infinite)) is (C,“, II!) complete. 
(iv) (SS(rec. nonempty),SS(rec. empty)) is (Z,“,IZ,“) complete and SS(nonempty, 
rec. empty) is Ilf complete. 
Proof. In each case, an upper bound on the complexity is given by the reduction II/ 
noted above together with previous results, Theorems 15, 17, 19 and 23. For the rest 
of the proof, we set wb = 0. 
(i) Observe that S( W,, Wb) is empty if and only if W, is empty. 
(ii) Observe that IS( W,, Wb)[ =2’ if and only if lo\ W,l =c. Thus only powers of 
2 need to be considered. Now e E Tot H co\ W, = 0, which is # [e, b] E SS( = 1) and 
also H [e, b] E SS( d 1 ), which gives the completeness of S5’( > 1) as well. If we let 
Wti(,)={x+c:x~W,}, then lo\W,I=c+lo\W,I. Thus [e,b]ESS(<2C)*[&e),b]E 
SS( < 1) and similarly for SS( >2’). 
It follows from this reduction that, for a given ni set A, there is a recursive function 
f such that if a E A, then lo\ W,l = c and if a@A, then Iw\W,l >c. Let B be a Ci 
set. We will obtain a reduction g such that if e E B, then lo\ W, I= 0 and if e @‘B, then 
lo\ W, j= 1. Of course, it suffices to define such a reduction for the Ci complete set 
Fin, which we do as follows. Given an index e, construct the r.e. set K&e~ in stages 
as W, is built up in stages W,,,y, so that after stage s, we have the set yq(e),S and also a 
number x, which is intended to be the unique member of o\W,, if any. We assume as 
usual that at most one element comes into W, at any stage s. The construction begins 
with &W,O - - (?I and x0 = 0. At stage s + 1, there are two cases. 
Case 1: If no element comes into W,, or if an element X<X~ comes into W,, then we 
let x,+1 =x, and we put s + 1 E P$&J~+~. In this case, F+&J,~+~ = (0, 1,. . . ,s + l}\{xS}. 
Case 2: If an element x3;cS comes into W,, then we put x, E w,(,j,,+i and let 
x,+1 =s + 1; in this case &e),s+l = (0, 1,. ,s}. 
If W, is finite, then at some stage, we obtain x, greater than every element of 
W,, so that Case 1 applies at every later stage t. Thus xt =x, for all t >s and w\w,(,, = 
{xS}. If W, is infinite, then Case 2 applies infinitely often and w,(,, = o. Finally, 
we define a reduction of the 0: set A n B to SS( = c + 1) by letting Whtej =
wrc4 @ wsce,. 
(iii) Observe that S( W,, Wb) is finite if and only if W, is cofinite and apply 
Theorem 2. 
(iv) Recalling the proof of part (i) of Theorem 23, we have a reduction f of a IZY 
complete set Ext2 so that ffce) = {X : & 4x) = S( Wsce,, Wh,,)), where &ce) = {n : 4,(n) 
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= 1) and Whce) = {n : 4,(n) = O}. For the other completeness, let W, and Wh be recur- 
sively inseparable sets and let I$(c) = W, GI W&C, and 4~~) = Wb @? Whce). Then we have 
e E Extz H [i(e),j(e)] E SS(nonempty, rec. empty). [7 
Definition 36. (i) A ZZp class P of sets is said to be minimal if for every ZZp subclass 
Q of P, either Q is finite or P\Q is finite. 
(ii) A ZZp class P of sets is said to be thin if for every ZZp subclass Q of P, there 
is a clopen set U such that Q = U n P. 
A minimal, thin ZZp class was constructed in [5]. 
Theorem 37. Z,,(thin) and Zp(minima1) are both ZZi complete sets. 
Proof. First note that for binary classes, the relation “P, = Pb” is ZZ:, since P, = Pb w 
(V’a)[o E Ext(Pa) H CT E Ext(Pb)]. The binary class P, is thin if and only if, for every a, 
there exist ~1,. . , ok such that P, n P, = P, n (Z(u, ) U . U Z(Q)). The last condition 
is ZZ: by the note above, which makes Z,,(thin) a ZZ: set. 
The binary class P, is minimal if and only if, for every a, either P, n P, is finite, or 
P,\P, is finite. The condition “PJIP, is finite” is Cg by Theorem 19. The other condition 
is slightly more complicated. The open set (0, I}“‘\P, can be expressed (uniformly) as 
a disjoint union of intervals Z(oi),Z(a2), . . Then P=\P, is finite if and only if there 
exists a k such that P, CT Z(a,) is finite for all n 6 k and is empty for all n > k. Thus 
this condition is also Ci, so that Zp(minima1) is a ZZ: set. 
For the completeness, the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [5] may be modified for a given 
ZZ: set C to define a reduction f so that Pfce) is thin and minimal if e E C and 
otherwise is neither. The modification uses the fact that Zp(finite) is ,Xt complete to 
add a new limit point to P if e @ C and otherwise to add only isolated points. We omit 
the details. [3 
9. Index sets for derivatives 
In this section, we consider index sets for strong Z7: binary classes and also in- 
dex sets for the cardinality of the Cantor-Bendixson derivatives. We only consider 
binary classes. These problems were first studied in the context of Polish spaces by 
Kuratowski, see [21], where the C-B derivative is viewed as a mapping from the 
space of compact subsets of (0, 1)” to itself. Kuratowski showed that the derivative is 
a Bore1 map of class exactly two. In particular, he showed that the family O-‘((0)) 
of finite closed sets is a universal Ci class and posed the problem of determining the 
exact Bore1 class of the iterated operator Da. Cenzer and Mauldin showed in [6] that 
the iterated operator D” is of Bore1 class exactly 2n for finite n and that for any limit 
ordinal L and any finite n, Difn 1s of Bore1 class exactly ;1 + 2n + 1. In particular, 
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it is shown that for any ~1, the family T, of closed sets K such that Da(K) = 0 is a 
universal C$‘= set. Lempp [22] gives an effective version of this result. 
Our first result in this section is simply a relativization of previous results on in- 
dex sets for cardinality. For any fixed set X, let Pt enumerate the binary classes 
which are ZZp in X. That is, let rcf be the eth function primitive recursive in X and 
let P,” = [Us”], where U,” = (8) U {c : (‘dr 3 a)~$( (z) ) = 1 }. For any property 9, let 
Z/(3?) = {e: P,” has property %!}. 
Theorem 38. For any set X, 
(i) (Z/(empty),Z/(nonempty)) is (,YCy”,ZZp x, complete, 
(ii) I,“( = 1) is ZZ;” complete. 
(iii) For any positive integer c, (I,“( >c),Z,,( <c)) is (c,““,ZZ,““) complete and Zp” 
ox (=c+ 1) is D, complete. 
(iv) (g(finite),Z$(infinite)) is (_X,““,IZ,““) complete. 
To define the Z7: sets and classes, we need a recursive system of notations for the 
ordinal rc as described in [4]. That is, let o be a map from w\(O) to K + 1 such that 
each of the following relations is recursive: 
l “o(a) is a limit ordinal”; 
0 “o(b) = o(a) + 1”; 
0 “o(a) <o(b)“. 
It follows that for each limit ordinal 1, = o(c), there is a natural increasing sequence a,, 
such that {o(an)} is an increasing sequence with limit ,i, given by a0 = 1 and a,+1 the 
least a>a, such that o(c)>o(a)>o(a,). The Cz+:, sets may then be defined recursively 
as follows: 
Definition 39. (i) We,0 = W,, 
(ii) We,44+1 = U,(~\~ebO,od. 
(iii> K,o(c) =U{(co\ WbC,,,.,,,) : o(a) <o(c)}, where o(c) is a limit ordinal. 
Here c#+ is eth partial recursive function. 
Similarly we can define the iterated jumps of 0, letting H(a) = O”(“). 
Definition 40. (i) H( 1) = 0. 
(ii) H(b) = H(a)‘, when o(b) = o(a) + 1. 
(iii) H(c) = {( x a :x l H(a),o(a)<o(c)} where o(c) is a limit ordinal. , ) 
It is then easy to see by induction on o(a) that H(a) is a C$U, complete set, for 
each notation a. 
For each recursive ordinal tl, let P,,,+, enumerate the strong ZZz+:, classes of sets. 
That is, let Pe,,cc+l = [Ue,a+l]r where the eth ZZz+:, tree is defined by IY~,~+~ = (0: (VT < 
a)(~# W,,,+l)} if 0: is a successor, and, Ue,i, = n, Uh(n),o(a,)+r, where A is the supre- 
mum of the increasing sequence {o(a,)} as above, if A is a limit. 
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For any property W, let Ip.%+t (9) = {e : P,,, has property 9}. As in the proof of 
Lemma 5, we see that indices for P,.,+l classes are effectively equivalent to indices 
for Pipx classes, for X = Oca). Thus we have the following corollary. 
Theorem 41. For any recursive ordinal a, 
(i) (%l+l(empty),%,+l(nonempty)) is <Zj+,,flZ+I) complete. 
(ii) [~,~+l( = 1) is II:+:, complete. 
(iii) For any positive integer c, (IP,~+I( >~),IP,~+z( <c)) is (C,0+2,17~+2) complete and 
IP,~+,( = c + 1) is Dz,, complete. 
(iv) (Zp,z+I (finite),Zp,l+l (infinite)) is (C,0+3, IZi+3) complete. 
Finally, for any property 9, let $“‘(a) = {e: Dr(Pe) has property W}, where D’(P) 
is the oath Cantor-Bendixson derivative of P. To classify these index sets, we establish a 
correspondence between the l72or+, classes and the crth Cantor-Bendixson derivatives of 
Zip classes. Note that when c( = JL+n for a limit ordinal 3, and finite n, 2cr+ 1 = 1+2n+ 1 
and 2i, - 1 = 3,. 
Theorem 42. For any recursive ordinal a and any r. 6. Iliz+, class Q, there ex- 
ists a lip class P of sets and a homeomorphism from Q onto Da(P) such that 
xdrH(x)Qx@02”-’ for aNxEQ. 
Proof. The proof is by a uniform recursion up to a fixed recursive ordinal K with a 
set of notations as described above. The approach is similar to that used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 of [4]. We may assume that Q is actually a class of sets and build a 
P which is recursively bounded. In fact, we only need to assume that Q = [S], where 
for all r~ E S and all relevant notations a, g(i) # a for any i. 
We will actually define recursive functions f and II/ such that $$:~~; is a homeo- 
morphism from Pe,2+)+l onto D”(a)(PfCe,a)) and such that x < &te+)(~) for each x. 
The construction will be presented as a transfinite recursion on o(a), but is actually 
obtained by the recursion theorem. 
We need a series of lemmas. We shall write A = /Ji B, if A = IJ, B, and the elements 
of (B, : n E w} are pairwise disjoint. 
Lemma 43. There is a primitive recursive function p such that, for each a=o(a), 
P e.1+3 = VI, with T = U, ~\Wp(~.~,~),~+l. 
Proof. From the definition of Pe,a+3 = [U], where U = Ue,a+3 is uniformly II:+:,. It is 
then easy to define, as in Lemma 5 a Zi+:, tree S such that [U] = [S]. Thus, there 
exists a Ct relation R such that 
(T E S H (3n)(Vm)R(m,n, e, 0). 
As usual, we may assume that R(m+ 1, n,e, C) + R(m, n, e, 6) and that (Vm)R(m, n, e, (r) 
-+ (Vm)R(m, n + 1, e, cr). 
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Now define the desired sets by 
CJ E WPce+, (m,n)),a+~ if and only if 
(i) (Vm’)(w6lal)R(m’,n,e,ari), 
(ii) (Vn’<n)(3m’<m)(3i~lol)lR(m’,n’,e,ari), 
(iii) (~‘m’<m)(3n’<n)(Vm”<m’)(V’i~~o~)R(m”,n’,e,o~i). 
We need a slightly modified notion from [4] of a completely ranked tree. 
Definition 44. A tree T is completely ranked up to CI if, for all y E [T] and all notations 
a with o(a) < LY, 
(i) y ED’@)([T]) if and only if y(n)=a for infinitely many n. 
(ii) y $?‘LY(“)([T]) implies that f or some n, any extension z E T of y[n never has 
r(i)=a for i>n. 
T is completely ranked if there exists a recursive ordinal M. such that T is completely 
ranked up to a and, for any z E T, any notation a with O(U)~CY, and any i, z(i) # a. 
Let Q be a r.b. strong Hina+, class and assume that elements of Q are only allowed to 
contain notations for ordinals > ~1. We will define a II: class P, a recursively bounded, 
tree T, completely ranked up to CI + 1, such that P = [T] and a homeomorphism @ 
from Q onto D”(P) such that x 9 r Q(x) < r $0 2a-’ for all x E Q. In fact, x is always 
a subsequence of Q(x). Furthermore, an element y of P will contain infinitely many 
notations for ordinals >u only if y = Q(x) for some x E Q. 
For M = 0, just let Q = P and let @ be the identity. 
Successor case: Suppose that fl= o(b) = o(a) + 1 = a + 1 and that Q = P&+3 = [T]. 
By Lemma 43, we have 
T = u ~\4(e,a,n),2a+, = u Vn. 
n n 
Now for x E Q, let ni for each i be the unique n such that x[i + 1 E V, and let 
T(x) = (bx(o)o”~+‘bx( 1)O”‘f’b.. .). 
Define the 17&+, tree U to contain z = (b~(O)O”~+‘bx( l)O”‘+’ . . . x(k)O”) and its initial 
segments provided that x[i + 1 E Vn, for all i < k. 
It is easy to see that G = [U] contains exactly {T(x):x E Q} together with paths 
y = (bx(O)O”~f’bx( 1)O “l+‘,(k))-0” for all x E Q and all k. Each of the latter will thus 
be isolated in G and each of the former will have rank 1, so that Q is homeomorphic 
to D(G). Furthermore, for x E Q, x is a subsequence of T(x) and therefore is recursive 
in T(x), since the values of x are just those following immediately after b’s. T(x) is 
recursive in x @ 02’+‘, since the computation of the sequence of witnesses ni may be 
performed with a Zl~~+l complete oracle. 
In addition, for any y E G, y E D(G) if and only if y has infinitely many occur- 
rences of b, and y has no occurrences of any notation <cr. Let f be a recursive 
function so that o(i)<f(i) for all o E T and all i. Then for any z E U and any i, 
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z(i)dmax{b,f(i)}, so that G is recursively bounded. In addition, if y = (bx(0)Ono+’ 
bx( 1 )onl + ibx(k))-0”’ @D(G), then (b~(O)O”~+‘bx( l)O”‘+‘bx(k))-OR”+’ may only be ex- 
tended in U by 0’s. 
Now by induction, there is a r.b. Up class P = [S] which is completely ranked up 
to j? and a homeomorphism Y from G onto D”(P) such that y <r Y(y)<ry $ O2’-1. 
We may assume that y is always a subsequence of Y(y) and that the values of y 
follow immediately after the occurrences of a in Y(y). 
It is immediate that Y is also a homeomorphism from D(G) onto @(P). Now let 
Q(X) = r( Y(X)). Then clearly @ is a homeomorphism from Q onto LIB(P). 
It remains to show that P is completely ranked up to ,6 + 1. Suppose first that z has 
infinitely many occurrences of b. Then, by the construction, z = Y(y) for some y E G 
such that y has infinitely many occurrences of b. Thus y E D(G), so that z E LIB(P). 
Next suppose that z E@(P). Then z = Y(y) for some Y E D(G). Now y has infinitely 
many occurrences of b, so that z must also have infinitely many occurrences of b. 
Finally, suppose that z E P has only finitely many occurrences of b, so that z q’Dp(P). 
Observe that by the construction, the occurrences of b may only follow immediately 
after occurrences of a. There are two cases. 
First, suppose that z $? D”(P). Then z has only finitely many occurrences of a and 
by induction, there is some n such that no extension r E S of z[n has any occurrences 
of a past r(n). It follows from the observation above that b may not occur in r past 
t(n) either. 
Next, suppose that z E D’(P). Then z = Y(y) for some y E G such that y has only 
finitely many occurrences of b. Thus by the construction, there is some n so that y]n 
may only be extended by O’s in U. Now choose m so that z[m includes the subsequence 
yin. It follows that no extension of z[m in S may contain any further occurrences of 
6. This concludes the proof that P is completely ranked up to j + 1. 
We note that the construction of P and of Y are uniform. 
Limit CUM: Suppose that i,= o(b) is a limit ordinal and that Q=Pe,;.+, = [T]. Let 
ao,a1,... enumerate the set of notations for ordinals less than 1, and let CI, = ~(a,). By 
definition, we have Q = n, Qn = n,[m], where T,, = U~rtn,,~,O~U,~~+I. 
By induction, we have constructed r.b. classes P, = [U,], completely ranked up to i, 
and homeomorphisms @a from Qn onto F+‘(P,). For each x’ E Q and each n, let 
@P,(x) = (~,x(O)~,o&J( 1 hi, 1 . . .>, 
where each witness C,+i contains no occurrence of a,,. Now let 
~(x)=(bx(O)(~o,obx(l)~o,1bx(2)~1,0. ..I 
Here the sequence of witnesses cr,,; is enumerated in the following order, first by the 
sum i + n and then by the value of n. 
It is immediate that x <T Q(x) and it follows from the uniformity of the construction 
that Q(x) <TX @ Op. 
Define the Ii’: tree U to contain all initial segments of r = (bx(O)ao,obx( 1 )oo,i bx(2) 
~1.0.. o,,ibx(k)a) such that 
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(i) For all m,j with m+j<n+i or with m+j=n+i and m<n, um~(0)~m,~um~(l)~,,i 
. ..%&ikJ~.j E U, and Om,j contains no occurrence of a,. 
(ii) If n#O, then a,_~x(0)o,_~,~a,_~x(l)(~,_~,~...u~-~~(i+ l)rr~U,,_i. 
(iii) If n = 0, then ai+ix(0)a E U;+i and IS contains no occurrence of ai+, . 
Then P = [U] clearly contains Q(x) for all x E Q. It is easy to see that if y E P has 
infinitely many occurrences of b, then y = @i(x) for some x E Q. Now suppose that y 
has only finitely many occurrences of b and let 
Y = (WO)~o,obx(l )~o,,W)a,,o.. . o,ibx(k))-z, 
where z has no occurrences of b. Let 
This given, we can define a string v as follows. There are two cases. 
Case 1: If n#O, then ~=(~~_~~(O)~~_~,~~~_~~(l)~~_~,~...~~_~x(i+ l))-ZEP,_,. 
Let 
V=U,-IX(O)a,_l,oU,-lX(l)a,-],i.. . a,-lx(i + 1)). 
Case 2: If n = 0, then u = ai+tx(O)-z E Pi+, . Let 
V=ai+lX(O). 
We will now establish several claims leading to the desired result that P is completely 
ranked and that @J is a homeomorphism of Q onto @(P). The proof depends on the 
definition of v. We will give the proofs for Case 1 and leave the simpler Case 2 to 
the reader. 
We claim first that there is some initial segment r of y such that no extension of r 
in U has any further occurrences of b. There are two subcases here. 
Subcuse (a): If z has an occurrence of a,_,, then it follows from the definition of 
U that no further occurrence of b can occur after the first a, in z has occurred in y. 
Let 0 be an initial segment of z containing the first a,. 
Subcase (b): If z has no occurrences of a,_,, then since U,,_i is completely ranked, 
there is some initial segment 0 of z such that no extension of v-0 in U,,_l may contain 
any further occurrences of a,_ 1. It follows from the definition of U that b cannot occur 
in U past p-0. 
Next, we claim that the rank (y/p of y in P equals the rank IuJp,,_, of u in Pn_l. 
We first observe that for any z’, if v-z’ E U,,-1, then p-z’ E U. This implies that 
Julp,,_, < (yip. For the other inequality, observe that for any z’ extending rr, if p-z’ E U, 
then v-z’ E U,_ 1. 
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It now follows that Q(x) has rank at least I in P, since it is the limit of the sequence 
p;zn, where, for the appropriate value of k, 
in = tWO)~o,oWl bo, 1bxt2h.o.. ~,&4k)), 
V,=U,-IX(O)o,-l,OU,-lX(l)o,-l,i...U,-lX(i+ I)), 
Qn(X)=y=V;Zn. 
Finally, we show that P is completely ranked up to B+l. We have already established 
that y has rank >/I if and only if y has infinitely many occurrences of b. Now suppose 
that [y/p <fi and let p, v and z be as above. Then for any a with o(u)<b, lylp 20(a) 
if and only if v-z has rank 20(u) in P,_I , which is if and only if z has infinitely 
many occurrences of a, since U,_i is completely ranked, and this is if and only if y 
has infinitely many occurrences of u. The previous discussion already established the 
other criterion for being completely ranked. 
The uniformity of the proof shows that, using the recursion theorem, we can actually 
compute indices for P and for @ from an index for Q. We omit the details. 0 
Theorem 45. For any recursive ordinal CI, 
(i) (Z~)(empty),Z~)(nonempty)) is (CiN+,, ZZ&+, ) complete. 
(ii) I”’ P ( = 1) is ZZ20p1+2 complete. 
(iii) For any positive integer c, (I;‘)( <c),Zr)( >c)) is (Ci2+2,ZI;a+2) complete and 
I;“‘( = c + 1) is Di,,, complete. 
(iv) (Zj”)(finite),Z~)(intinite)) is (E,0,+3, Z7ix+3) complete. 
Proof. For the upper bound on the complexity, apply Lemma 1.2 of [4], which implies 
that, for any tl, there is a recursive function f such that DoL(Pe) = Pf(e),~a+l and then 
apply Theorem 41 above. 
For the completeness, simply apply Theorems 41 and 42. 17 
Lempp used different methods in [22] to prove parts (i) and (iv). He gave weaker 
versions of parts (ii) and (iii), showing that (c,O,+,,n~~+,)~(Z~)(empty),Z~)( = 1)). 
10. Index sets for logical theories 
In this section, we develop the notion of index sets for logical theories and ap- 
ply the results of the previous sections to find the complexity of various index sets. 
An effective first-order language .9 is given by a recursive set {Ri};ES of relation 
symbols, a recursive set {f;}iEr of function symbols, and a recursive set {ci}iEo of 
constant symbols, together with recursive functions m(i) and n(i) such that Ri is an 
m(i)-ary relation symbol and Ji is an n(i)-ary function symbol. The language also 
includes variables and both existential and universal quantifiers using these variables. 
The set of terms of 3 and the set Sent(g) of sentences of 3’ are defined as usual 
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by recursion. A propositional language is given by a set of 0-ary relation symbols, 
or propositional variables. A recursively presented instance of a logical theory will 
be an axiomatizable theory, that is a theory with a recursively enumerable set of 
axioms. 
For any subset r of sent(9), the set Con(T) of consequences of r is the closure 
of r under logical deduction. r is said to be consistent if Con(T) does not contain 
both y and my for any y and r is said to be complete if Con(r) contains either y 
and my for any y. A subset r of Sent(Y) is a first-order logical theory if r is closed 
under logical deduction. C is said to be a set of axioms for r if r = Con(c) and 
r is axiomatizable if r has a recursive set of axioms. It is not hard to see that r 
is axiomatizable if and only if r is recursively enumerable. A theory is said to be 
decidable if it is recursive. It follows from Post’s Theorem that a complete axiomati- 
zable theory is decidable. The classical result here is that any consistent theory has an 
extension to a complete consistent theory and follows as usual from Zorn’s Lemma. 
A theory r is said to be essentially undecidable theory if it has no decidable com- 
plete consistent extension; otherwise we will say that r is essentially decidable. The 
classic example of an essentially undecidable theory is the theory of Peano Arithmetic, 
see [28]. 
Let 9 be an effective first-order language and let S = Sent(Y) have an effective 
enumeration as yo, yi , . . . . Then the sentence y; may be identified with its index i, 
so that a theory r is represented by the set {i : yi E r}, and a class of theories is 
represented by a class in (0, 1)“. 
We want to consider the notion of index sets for axiomatizable theories and for 
decidable theories. Since an axiomatizable theory r c (70, ~1,. . .} may be identified 
with the recursively enumerable set {i : yi E r}, we will let r, = {yi : i E We} be the eth 
set of sentences. Thus, whenever r’ is closed under implication, r, will be the eth 
axiomatizable theory. 
Shoenfield showed in [33] that in general, the family of complete, consistent exten- 
sions of an axiomatizable first-order theory can be represented by a II: class. 
Theorem 46 (Shoenfield [33]). For any r.e. theory r of an effective language 2, 
both the class of consistent extensions of P and the class of complete consistent 
extensions of r can be represented as II: classes. If P is a decidable theory, then 
these classes can be represented by recursive trees with no dead ends. 
More important here is the reverse result that every r.b. II: class may be represented 
as the set of complete consistent extensions of some axiomatizable theory. 
Theorem 47. Any r.6. II(: class P can be represented by the set of complete, con- 
sistent extensions of an axiomatizable theory r. Furthermore, there is a primitive 
recursive function f such that for P=P,, we may take r = rfcC,. if P= [T] where 
T is a recursive tree with no dead ends, then P may be taken to be decidable. There 
is a primitive recursive g such that P = A,(,) in this case. 
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Proof. We give the proof due to Ehrenfeucht [8]. Let the language 2? consist of a 
countable sequence &AI,. of O-place relations symbols, that is, propositional vari- 
ables. Note that any r.b. @-classes can be represented as a class of sets so that there 
is no loss in generality to restrict our attention of fly-classes contained in (0, 1 }“. 
For any x E (0, l}“‘, we can define a complete consistent theory d(x) for 2’ to 
be Con( { C, : i E co}), where Ci =A, if x(i) = 0 and C, = 4; if x(i) = 1. It is clear 
that every complete consistent theory of 9 is one of these. Thus, for any I77 class 
P c (0, l},,, we want a theory r such that d(P) = (A(x):xE P} is the set of com- 
plete, consistent extensions of r. For each finite sequence c = (a(O), . . . , o(n - 1)) let 
P, = co A c, A . . . A C,,-1, where Ci =Ai if u(i) = 0 and C; = 1Ai if a(i) = 1. Let the 
binary tree T be given such that P = [T] and define the theory r(T) with axioms all 
P, + A, such that g E T and a-1 cf T and all PO + -lA,, such that (T E T and o-0 6 T, 
where 101 = n. We claim that A(P) is in fact equal to the set of complete consistent 
extensions of T(T). Suppose first that x E P and let {C, : i E co} = A(x). Now any axiom 
7 E f(T) is of the form P, -+ +A, for some rr E T; say that lo]= n. There are several 
cases. If cr # xfn, then d(x) k ,P,, so that we always have d(x) t- P, -+ 4~4,. Thus we 
may suppose that 0 =X[PZ. If @- 1 $! T, then of course x(n) = 0, so that C,, = A,, E A(x) 
and therefore d(x) t P, + A,,. Similarly, if 60 $ T, then d(x) E P, + TA,. Thus d(x) 
is a complete consistent extension of T(T). On the other hand, let A be a complete 
consistent extension of T(T). Then, for each i, we have either A k Ai or A k TAi; let 
C, = A; if Ai E A and Ci = TAi otherwise. Define x E (0, 1)" so that x(i) = 0 if and only 
if A k Ai. Then clearly A = A(x). It remains to be shown that x E P. Now if x @P, then 
there is some n such that cr=x[(n+ l)$T andxmE7’. Then P,=C~A~~~AC,_,, 
so that A k P,, and P, + +Zn+l E T(T), so that A is not consistent with T(T). This 
contradiction proves that A = A(x). 
Note that r(T) has a recursive set of axioms, but the theory T(T) is in gen- 
eral not decidable. Our required primitive recursive function f is defined so that if 
P = P, = [U,], then cf(,) = r( U,). 
Now suppose that P = [T] where T has no dead ends. Note that if x E [T], then 
A(x) C: r(t) so that r(t) is consistent. Let y = y(Ao,. . .,A,_, ) a sentence of 2. We 
claim that r(T) t- y if and only if P, k y for all r~ E T such that lcr] = n}. This claim 
clearly implies that T(T) is decidable. Thus, for P = P,, we let Astej = r( 17,). 
We now prove the claim. Recall that r(T) l-y if and only if A(x)t y for every xf [T]. 
The proof is by the contrapositive. Suppose first that r(T) does not imply y. Then 
there is some x E [T] such that A(x) I- 77. Since y only depends on Ao,. . . ,A,_ 1, it 
follows that P, t ly, where r =x[n E T. Thus P, E 7 is clearly false. On the other 
hand, if P, k y is false for some fixed t E T with Ir] = n, then P, I- ly (since y 
depends only on Ao, . . . , A,_ 1. Since T has no dead ends, there is some x E P such that 
t + x and therefore A(x) t 7~. It follows from the remark above that T(T) does not 
imply 1~. 0 
We can now apply the results on index sets of II: classes. For any property 2 
of theories, let IA(B) denote {e:& has property 9’). Let G, be the set of complete 
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consistent extensions of Z”. Based on the two previous results, we will simply say 
that Z, is decidable if and only if G, is decidable. We will sometimes abbreviate 
“decidable” as “dec.“, “undecidable” as “undec.“, and “essentially” as “es?. 
Let the expression ~{y : y E S} denote the conjunction of a finite set. 
Theorem 48. (i) ZA(theoIy) is @-complete. 
(ii) ZA(consistent) is II:-complete. 
(iii) Z~(consistent theory) is I$-complete. 
(iv) ZA(complete consistent theory) is @-complete. 
(v) (IA(ess. dec.),ZA(ess. undec.)) is (Ci, ZIi)-complete. 
Proof. 
(i) ZA(theory) is Z7!, since Z” is a theory if and only if 
(v’k)(vs)[(A{Yi :iE We,,) +Yk)-+k E Kl. 
For the completeness, we give a reduction of Z$ to Z,(theory), using the restricted 
language with a single propositional variable As. Define a recursive function f 
such that 
Tf(e) = {yi : (%)[?I E W, & i <n & A0 k yi]}. 
If e E Znf, then TZce) = Con<(A)) an is a theory. If e @ Znf, choose n so that d 
mE W,+m<n. Then Zf(,,C{ys,..., yn} and is thus finite. It follows that Tfce) 
is not closed under deduction, since, for example, there are infinitely many iterated 
conjunctions of As which are all implied by As. This proof uses only the fact that 
there are infinitely many consequences of any given sentence and so applies to 
any nonempty language. 
(ii) Z, is consistent if and only if it has a complete consistent extension, that is, 
if and only if G, is nonempty. The result now follows from Theorems 46, 47 
and 15. 
(iii) Z~(consistent theory) is a Z7; set by (i) and (ii). For the completeness, we note 
that the reduction f given above for ZA(theory) always produces a consistent set 
when e E Znf. 
(iv) Observe that Z, is complete and consistent if and only if it has a unique complete 
consistent extension, that is, if and only if G, has a single element. Thus, the 
result follows as in (ii) above. 
(v) Observe that ZA(essentially decidable) = {e : G, is rec. nonempty}. The result now 
follows from Theorems 46, 47 and 23. Cl 
We can also classify the index sets of theories with a given number of complete 
consistent extensions. Let IA(C) (respectively, ZA( cc), ZA( 2~)) be the set of e such 
that Z, has exactly c (resp. CC, >c) complete consistent extensions. The following 
result is immediate from Theorems 46, 47 and Theorems 17, 19 and 21. 
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Theorem 49. (i) ZA( = 1) is ZZ! complete. 
(ii) ZA( =c) is 0; complete for any Jinite c > 1. 
(iii) (ZA( > c), (ZA( 6 c)) is (Ci, ZZ;) complete for any jinite c. 
(iv) (ZA( < N~),ZA( >No)) is (Ci, ZZ!) complete. 
(v) ZA( =NO) is III complete. 
(vi) (ZA( =Ni),z~( <Ni)) is (ct,ZIl) complete. 
Of course, similar results could be given with regard to the number of decidable 
complete consistent extensions of Z,. 
A theory Z is said to be a Martin-Pour-El theory (or a thin theory) if every 
axiomatizable extension of Z is generated by a single new proposition. (Such a theory 
was first constructed by Martin and Pour-El in [24].) It is easy to see that Z, is a 
Martin-Pour-El theory if and only if G, is a thin class. That is, let Z, be a proper 
axiomatizable extension of Z,. Then G, is a proper subclass of G,, so that G, = G,n U 
for some clopen set U =Z(ai) U . . . U Z(ak). It follows that Z, may be obtained from 
Z, by adding all the finitely many new axioms specified by o1 , . . . , ok. Thus, we have 
the following result by Theorem 37. 
Theorem 50. Z,(thin) is ZIt complete. 
Next we consider results for decidable theories. For any property B of theories, let 
ZA(% dec.) (or Z,(dec. and 9)) denote ZA(W) n {e: r, is decidable}. Since every de- 
cidable, consistent theory has a decidable complete, consistent extension, Z~(consistent 
decidable) = ZA(decidable, essentially decidable). 
Theorem 51. (i) Z,(dec.= 1) is ZZy complete. 
(ii) IA(dec. = c) is 0: complete for any finite c > 1. 
(iii) (ZA(dec. >c),Z~(dec. <c)) is (,T~,ZI~) complete for any finite c. 
(iv) (ZA(dec. <No),ZA(dec.3Na)) is (C!, ZZY) complete. 
(v) ZA(dec.=Ne) is II’; complete. 
(vi) (ZA(dec.=Ni),ZA(dec. <Hi)) is (c~,ZZ~) complete. 
11. Index sets for graph problems 
11.1. Graph colorings 
There are many infinite combinatorial problems whose solutions can be represented 
as a ZZY-class. For example, the set of k-colorings of a recursive graph, the set of 
linear extensions of a recursive partially ordered sets, and the set of marriages in a 
recursive society. In some cases, but not all, one can show that the set of solutions to 
a given combinatorial problem can represent a certain collection of Z7:-classes such as 
recursively bounded or bounded. Whenever this situation occurs, we are in the situation 
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where the search for solutions to a given recursive combinatorial problems is equivalent 
to finding paths through recursive trees and hence we can transfer all the index results 
about recursive trees to give corresponding results about index set for certain subclasses 
of combinatorial problems. We will provide two examples of this phenomenon in this 
section. First we shall consider k-colorings of recursive graphs. In this case, a result 
of Remmel shows that the set of k-colorings can represent an arbitrary r.b. II: class. 
The second example we shall consider is a restricted version of the marriage problem 
which cannot represent an arbitrary II: classes but can represent any l7: classes of 
separating sets. In each case, we shall show how we can transfer index set results for 
recursive trees to index set results for combinatorial problems. 
One of the first applications of II! classes in combinatorics is the graph coloring 
problem. Bean [l] showed that for any recursive graph 93’ and any k 2 1, the set of 
k-colorings of 3 corresponds to a k-bounded Z7: class Ck(9’). (If 9 has vertices 
u1,v2,..., then a path x E Q(3) defines a k-coloring of 3 by assigning color x(n) 
to vertex a,.) We note that this results applies equally well to r.e. graphs. Remmel 
[27] reversed this correspondence by showing that any r.b. II; class could be repre- 
sented as the set of colorings of some recursive graph. We state a uniform version here, 
which follows immediately from the proof given in [27]. Let ge be the eth recursively 
enumerable graph, that is, <?Ye has vertex set V = w and has an edge between vi and Vj 
if and only if (i,j) E IV,. 
Theorem 52. For any k 2 3 and any r. h. Ily class P, there is a highly recursive 
connected graph 9 such that up to a permutation of the colors, there is an efsec- 
tive degree-preserving one-to-one correspondence between P and Ck(9). Furthermore, 
there is a recursive function f such that P, = Ck(%f(e))_ 
For any property 9 of graphs, let Io(B) = {e : tYe has property 9?}. We now have 
the following immediate corollaries. 
Theorem 53. For any k >3, 
(i) (IG(not k-coZorabZe),Io(k-colorable)) is (cy,Dy) COPZpkte. 
(ii) (IG(rec. k-colorable),Io(not rec. k-colorable)) is (ci,D,“) complete, and lo 
(k-colorable, not rec. k-colorable) is II! complete. 
The 1: completeness of Io(rec. k-colorable) is due to Gasarch [ll]. 
Theorem 54. For any k33, 
(i) IG(uniquely k-colorable) is Di complete. 
(ii) IG(exactly c k-colorings) is 0: complete for any jinite c> 1. 
(iii) (IG( >c k-coZorings),Io( dc k-colorings)) is (c~,@) complete for any jinite c. 
(iv) (lo( <No k-coZorings),lo( 2 NO k-colorings)) is (2, IZ!) complete. 
(v) Io( = &J k-colorings) is Di COWpkte. 
(vi) (IG( = NJ k-coZorings),IA( <RI k-colorings) is (cl, Di ) complete. 
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The chromatic number ~(9) is the least k such that 3 has a k-coloring and 
the recursive chromatic number x”(9) is the least k such that 3’ has a recursive k- 
coloring. 
Theorem 55. For any k 23, I& = k + 1) is 07 complete. 
Proof. We note that the graph constructed in Theorem 52 has the property that it 
always has a k + 1 coloring and never has a k - 1 coloring. Thus, the graph will have 
chromatic number k if P is nonempty and chromatic number k + 1 if P is empty. 
Thus, for any Cy set B, there is a function g such that ~(93~(~)) = k + 1 if e E B and 
= k if e $ B. Given a II: set A, there is a function .f such that x(9fce))= k if e E A 
and = k + 2 if e 6 A. That is, we let Gfce, consist of a k-clique attached to an infinite 
chain unless e $4 A, in which case we build a k +2-clique attached to an infinite chain. 
Finally, we let %jcr) be the disjoint union of the two graphs ggceJ and 9f(,). If e E AnB, 
then this is the disjoint union of graphs with chromatic numbers k and k + 1, and thus 
has chromatic number k + 1. If e $ A, then the graph has chromatic number k + 2 and 
if e E A\B, then the graph has chromatic number k. 0 
Index sets for graphs having chromatic number a and recursive chromatic number b 
are considered further in [lo]. 
11.2. Matching problems 
In this section we consider the problem of finding a matching, or marriage, in a 
highly recursive society. Here a society is highly recursive if the set of boys and the 
set of girls are recursive sets, each boy knows only finitely many girls and there is 
a uniform algorithm which, given a boy b, produces the canonical index of the set 
all girls b knows. Manaster and Rosenstein showed in [23] that the set of matchings 
is always a r.b. ZIy class. They also showed that the symmetric version of marriage 
problem for a highly recursive society, i.e. where we consider only marriages which 
are a bijection between the set of boys and the set of girls, can represent an arbitrary 
r.b. IZY class. It is unknown whether the marriage problem for a recursive society can 
represent an arbitrary r.b. II: class. However, it is shown in [7] that this problem can 
represent an arbitrary II: class of separating sets. 
In [26], Remmel considered a restricted version of the marriage problem where we 
have a symmetrically highly recursive society where each person knows at most 2 other 
people and we consider only marriages where the marriage is a bijection between the 
boys and the girls. He showed that such a problem cannot represent an arbitrary r.b. 
Uy class. Nevertheless, it is shown in [7] that this restricted problem can represent an 
arbitrary ny class of separating sets. 
Let Ya,3i,. . . be an effective list of all r.e. bipartite graphs such that the only edges 
join an odd vertex to an even vertex and each vertex is connected to at most 2 other 
vertices. We call such graphs matching graphs. Given a property W of such graphs, let 
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Z,(B) = {e : Se has property 8). Let M(‘Se) denote the set of all bijective matchings 
of 9e. 
Theorem 56. For uny fly class P of separating sets, there is a highly recursive 
matching graph 9 and an eflective degree-preserving one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween P and the set M(Y). Furthermore, there is a recursive function f such that 
P, = MY&)). 
We now have the following immediate corollaries of Theorems 56 and 35. The first 
theorem extends the result of Gasarch and Martin [ 1 l] that Zo(recursive matching) is 
Ci complete. 
Theorem 57. (i) (Zo(no matching),Zo(matching)) is (Zy, It:) complete. 
(ii) (Zo(recursive matching), Zo(no rec. matching)) is (Ci, II!) complete, and 
Zo(matching, no rec. matching) is II: complete. 
The Ci completeness of Zo(recursive matching) is due to Gasarch [ll]. 
Theorem 58. (i) Zo(unique matching) is Ii’: complete. 
(ii) Zo(exactly c matchings) is 0; complete for any positive integer c. 
(iii) (Zo( >c matchings),Zo( ,<c matchings)) is (Ci, ZI,“) complete for any positive 
integer c. 
(iv) (Zo( < No matchings), Zo( 2 No matchings)) is (Ci, IIf) complete. 
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